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£FOREWORD
This report has been prepared by the Baltimore Division of the
Martin Company, a division of the Martin Marietta Corporation, in
partial fulfillment of the requirements of Contract _8-11903,_
dated i_ February 1965. /
ABSTRACT
This report covers the Head to Head tests done on the
Saturn V _7drod_vnamic Support at Martin-Baltimore during the
period fro_ 1 August to 6 October 1965. Included are descrip-
tions Of the speclmens_ procedures, and results of the tests
conducted during this period.
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The purpose of the test program reported herein was twofold: Firs_
to demonstrate compliance with certain performance requirements specified
contractually, and second, to generate data for comparison with the math-
ematical model. The characteristics to be demonstrated, the specified
values and the test results are summarized in tabular form below.
Characteristic Specifie d Value Test Result
Operating Range
Spring Rate
Raise 3 in.
Operate +i in. vertical
+-4 in. lateral
Bounce frequency 0.6
cps with heavy vehicle,
5 to 1 adjustment in
spring rate
Successfully
demonstrated
Minimum spring
rate successfully
demonstrated
Bearing Surface
Misalignment
Moving Mass
Damping Constant
2 minute misalignment
angle under maximum
eccentric load
Vertical Mass <16,000
lb/support
Effective Mass(5,000
lb/support
Lateral:
2.0 lb sec/in.,
light vehicle
3.2 ib sec/in.,
heavy vehicle
Test stand deflections
obscured results
Successfully
demonstrated
Successfully demon-
strated within the
limits of the test
stand configuration
Vertical:
Can be made positive
under all conditions
24 lb sec/in., 1 cps ) heavy
40 lb sec/in., -5 cps) vehicle
15 lb sec/in., light vehicle
Total damping can be
limited to the piston
viscous damping which
is 30 lb sec/in.
Local Resonances None below 20 cps Successfully demonstrated
Bearing Redundancy Bearings to operate
when 1/2 of the flow
control valves are
inoperable.
Successfully demonstrated
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In summary, it can be stated that the hydrodynamic support per-
formed in a predictable manner and in accordance with the analytical
model. The only exceptions to the foregoing statement are that the
flat bearing gaps under high load were less than predicted, and the
piston viscous damping during vertical motion was higher than predi-
cated. Various tests were performed in an attempt to isolate the
source of these discrepancies but they were not found. It is believed,
however, that the hydrodynamic support can be fully utilized to serve
its intended purpose.
The details of the test program including thelnstrumentation
utilized, the test procedures employed and the results obtained are
reported herein. Also included herein are the details of any changes
in components, design details or procedures which were required_in
order to successfully complete the program.
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1The ITTA_:le Su1_o_ provides a six degree-of-1_reedoa systea
to= d]maale tes_l_ of the Saturn V. The systea conslsts prlmrlly of
four +pedestals and assoc_te_ flulA a_l -'--'-'-_ " s-_plles and w..rols.
The _tu_n V J_ its hea,rJ.est configuration velehs about 7.2 x 106 lb
o_ 1.8 x 106 lb _er support. To prove the deslan ot the supports for
deslgn essuranee sod compliance vlth design specifications before •
vehlele yes avallable_ it vas necessary to slmulate the hearth8 loads
associated with the various Saturn configurations. Since provlng the
AeaJ_n vlth a vetaht thla large yes not a realistic solutions another
:ethod of producing a large bearing load had to be found. The solution
vaa to place tvo supports in a riatd framevork and let them push eaainn
each other to produce the dealred bearing load. The check of design
assurance and design specifications on the H_drodynsmle Supports yes
eceon_xl.iehed In this Head-to-Head configuration.
The four piaton_:¥1tnders and associated h_draulAe, pneu:atle sod
electrical system have been tested In the Head-to-Head Tests. The
Head-to-Head Tests can be 41vtded into six broad categories:
1. Design ._surance Tests
2. Vibration SurveTs
3. Cylinder Supply Panel Tests
_. Static Plstcn Characteristics
5. De=pl_ Tests
6. Miscellaneous Testi_
The testing yea conducted In tvo sets. The first set consisted of
Units 1 ana 2 end the second set consisted of Units 3 and _. Units .1
and 3 vere the upper asseablios.
2Sixty-nine test conditions in all six categories were testa4 on
Set #1 during the period of 8-1 throu6h 9-2-6_. StxtT-fo ur test con-
ditions in categories 1, _t 5 end 6 were tested on Set _ du_lng the
period 9-8 through 9-26. Also individual vertical and rotatio_l
damping tests were conducted on piston cylinder _5 on 10-6-65.
II. DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMEM3
Two piston cylinder assemblies (Ref. i) were installed in the
Head-to-Head Test Stand (Ref. 2) utilizing the production hydraulle
supply system, operating console_ and s majority of the production com-
ponents of this system (Refs. 3 through 8). Two overall views of the
Heed-to-Head installation ere given in Fig. II-I end Fig. II-2. The
operating console is shown in Fig. II-3.
Figure II-_ shows a schematic of a hydraulic support unit providing
six degrees of freedom. In the Heed-to-Head testing the upper assembly
spherical bearing was locked to the flat bearing thus preventing rotation.
The stem connecting the upper end lower assemblies was guided by rollers
in one translational direction end restrained by springs in the second
horizontal translation direction (Fig. II-5).
The supply lines feeding the bearings and capillary seal were
constructed to approximate the longest test site line runs on the bottom
piston assembly (Unit 2 on Set #i end Unit _ on Set _) and the shortest
test site llne runs on the upper piston assembly (Unit 1 on Set _I end
Unit 3 on Set _).
I
d
I
i
i
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3_he Hesd-_o-Head Test reqLuirements ere set forth in the Hesd-to-
Hud Test Spseificstiou (_1O0_03) vhich is included as Appendix T.
specification covers the testlng of both sets of ptston end
cTliaders vlth the exception that _he only re%ulre:ent for tostl_ on
the second set was to demonstrate their functional operation.
IV. TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
a. StP_ff OF _
To lmplemnt the test requirements a detailed test procedure yes
v_itten (Bef. 9) to serve as a guide during the Head-to-Head testiS.
The first set yam to be tested for ell the re_Lulrements and the secon4
set yes Jnst to be functionslly checked. Because of problems elo_ the
ray this plan had to be revlsed. Some additional tests vere added to
both sets end some of the tests planned for the first test vere de-
_----_,...._ ._. °_ ..+. q_-._ m.nhT_ rill be discussed in detail
,.b._It,_'ml_ I_L,IU,,.k_ U6O_ " - ,I" ..........
under the Discussion and Results section of this report.
The _ests can be broken into six main divisions end then subdivided.
The tests conducted on both sets are listed belov using this breakdown.
Some tests vere repeated, but these are not included in the follovtng
11stl_.
So
No. of Tests Conducted
Design Assurance
(1) Piston Cylinder Gap and Bearing Gaps 10 9
(2) Beart_ Redundancy and Separation _ O
a. Design Assurance (Continued)
(3) Air Sprlng Lou
(_) noati_ _oendum
(5) operating haas
(6) si._ h_
(7) .Eccentric Loading
b. Vibration Surveys
(I) Lateral
(2) Vertical
e. Cylinder Supply Panel
(I) _ Breadboard Testa
(2) S_teu _ Testa
(3) System Coz_onent Testa
d. Static Piston Characteristics
•. Damping
(i) Head-to-_ead
(a) Lateral
(b) Vertical
(2) Teats
(a) Vertical and Rotational
f. Miscellaneous Testing
(l) Ovslity
(2) Temperature Investigation
No. of Testa Conducted
0 1
0 _L
6 2
2
1 0
1 0
1 0
12 - done in Laboratory
9 0
3 o
10 6
.2 2
15 36
7
0 1
0 1
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A summ_ of all tests oonduat_t on 8st _1 and Set _ is t_t.ven in
_bla IT-A-1, 'DzJ.s table ls dl_Lded 1rite slx meLn divisions 11ks the
l_tlnS abe_.
£ smma_ _tst of the _asu_eeeuts taken for each type of test _Ls
_Teu £n _ble ZV-£-2. The general location Of the lnstx_aentatlon ls
also _LTen on this tebla. Sl_elflc instrumentation locations vtll be
discussed J: the Znstrumentet£on Seetlon and Resttlte Section .
The measurements taken durlng the Head-to-Heed tests tnclu_d dis-
p/aeeaente_ gape# te_eratures_ flovs s seeelerattonsj forces s pressures_
anA phase, lnst_meutstton locations ere __ven on Table IT-A-2. £
block dlagnm of the oTerall s_rstem lnstru=entat£on ls gl_en on FI_. IT B-1
end s photograph of the recording eqLulpment ls _Lven In F_. IV-B-2.
Deta/l block dlaszsm of the eond2ttonlng equlpmnt re= dlsplacemnt s
gape a end re,statures are 81ten 2u FI_. IT-B-31 IT-B-_s end IT-B-_.
...... ..* L'_-'=lbl: ........... ,,a,,,:es_ _, the _o_uctlou d2s cement
_te=_ du_lng some tests the poteuttometer yes secured to the _tbretlon
support stand vlth the stem rldlng on the lover piston top. Thls Installa-
tion yes used on nearl]r el_ the vertical damping tests and is shovn on
Ylg. IV-B-_. Thls fl_uze also shows some of the flat and spherical beerl_
gap measurement tnstellatlon_.
The lnlet oll ten,stature to the capillary see1 for both pistons and
the .return ot]. temperature vere recorded durlu_ most of the tests. These
temperature locations ere shorn sche:atlcsll_r on Table IT-A-2 end
6Fi_zes IV-B-7 and ZV-B-8 show the installstiou of T1 (inlet to love:
piston) and T3 (return). Tvo flows were moultore4 4uring _he testlnl_.
These flows were FL1 (lover cylinder cap.LiszT _v) and F/_ (upper
cylinder capillary flow). FtS. ZV-B-7 shows vhere 1_ van installs4.
Notice in this Figure the proximity of the flow transducer a -a the
temperature sensor.
Figure IV-B-9 shows the installation (on the lower flat a -a
spherical bearing) of the vertioal and lateral 8eeelero:etera used in
the vertical and lateral vibration surveys. Similar Installations were
made on the lover piston end cylinder.
All the pressure transducer _eneral locations are indicated on
Table IV-A-2. Of particular interest are the pressures end differential
pressures associated vlth the upper and lover cylinders (Pg, FIO, PgAP
PIOA, PgD_ P10D_Pgvsc,PIovsc) • P_esa_s P9 anti PIO mon4tored the tota_l
lover and upper cylinder pressures respectively. In additlon to the ¥9
transducer a pressure Sese(PgG ) was also installed to :onitor the lower
cylinder pressure (Fig. IV-B-7). PgA and PIO& were the differential
pressures obtained after hulling out the static values of P9 mud PIO"
These differential pressures (PgA an_ P1OA) were generally mcorde4
during all the Static Piston Charscteriatle Tests and Vertioal DampJ_
Tests. Pressures PgD and PlOD were the differential pressures from
the Wianco Differential Transducers. These pressures (Psi) end PlOD)
were used In the Static Piston Charaotertstte Teats on the second set
of piston-cylinders and PgD was used on the first set during Vertical
Damping. The differential pressures PIOVEC end PgVEC refer _o the
Ea -  o36
7pressures obtained with the Stetham Differential Transducers. These
dtt_erentlal pressures were used Auring the Vertical Damping Tests of
the second set to obtain phase hetveen the pressure and lover piston Ais-
placement. Sons of the shove pressure end differential pressure trans-
ducer locations ere identified on Figs. IY-B-IO and IV-B-11.
The amount of da=piug in the system yes determined1 on the first set,
by measuring the phase angle between the upper cylinder pressure (PloD)
and the lover piston displacement. The phase angle was very small and
difficult to measure during the Vertical Damping Tests. _he technique
for measuring s_ phase angles was furnished by Marshall Space Flight
Center (R-AS_-F dated May 191 1_). This technique was checke4 out
anA works extremely well unaer laboratory conditions. The application
of this phase measurement technique in the Head-to-Head Tests was diffi-
cult. Noise in the system_ for example I tended to mask the results.
These problem: are discussed in Section V of this report. The phase
measurement instrumentation used on the first set is presented in block
diagram on Fig. 1V-B-)2.
Several improvements in the phase messurl_ instrumentation were
made prior to Vertical Damping Tests on the second set of piston-cylinders.
The block diagram of the phase instrumentation used on the second set is
given on Fig. IV-B-_ and a photograph of the conditioning equipment is
given on Fig. IY-B-I_. In these tests the Ststham dtfTerentlaX pressure
transducers were used and the balance network used with these pressure
transducers is given on Fig. IV-B-IS.
_-z_o36
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tests is somewhat erratic, probabl_ because the cylinder and piston tel-
peratures had not fully Stabilized. Data from the Static Piston Charl_.'
teristics and Vertical Damping tests is sore consistent, probably because
the system was operated continuously for as_7 hours during these testa,
assuring temperature stabilization.
The capillary seal flow versus capillary seal length, at constant pres,
sure, is shown in Figs. VA-5 and VA-6 for cylinders No. 2 and No. _. This
data is from static flow and pistou characteristics testa at capillary seal
lengths of 4, 6 and 8 in. The measured flow are compared to the theoretical
flow versus seal length relationship around a 6 in. length. The high pres-
sure curve is shown with and without correction for the theoretical gap
deflection. On the low pressure curve the correction ls negli6ible ' "!
Ref (10). The effect of the theoretical gap deflection is very small
and is less than the spread in the measured d_ts. Generally, the aeasured
data was in agreement with the flow versus length theory but was not suf-
ficiently accurate to verify the deflection theory.
All flow data is adjusted to the equivalent flow at an average oil
temperature of 105 ° F. This adjustment was made usin6 the average of the
measured inlet and outlet oil temperatures and findin6 the equivalent oil
viscosity from a viscosity versus temperature curve (Fig. VA-7). The
equivalent flow equals the measured flow multiplied by the oil viscosity
at the average measured temperature, divided by the oil viscosity at
105 ° F.
The average oil temperatures measured during the tests vere slightly
higher than 105 ° F at the high bearing loa_s and slightly lover than
13
105°F at the lc_ bearing loads. The temperature rlse through the capillary
was a_raxi_tely 12° F at the hi_ bearing loads.
2.:. Bearing .Gap Test.
The test objective was to verify proper h_rostatic bearing operation
by measmring pressures and gaps In the flat, spherical and ring besr_ags.
The bearing st_ply flow control valves were to be readjusted, If required.
The flat bearing pressures and sap versus load are shown in Fi E. VA-8.
The recess pressure was not measured, but it was accuratel_ calculated
from the load and the bearing Eeometry. The suppl_ pressure which is the
pressure between the outlet of the supply flow control valves and the
inlet of the stabilizing orifices, should equal the recess pressure plus
a constant pressure drop of _DO psi across the stabilizing orifices, The
measured supply pressure, Pll' _as in good agreement with the theoretical
• value.
The flat beari_ Kap was measured at two places, _0 ° apart, on the
periphery of the bearing. The measured gap was in goo_ agreement with
vas less than expected. Subsequent tests indicated that. the flat bearing
gap at the 1.8 x 106 ib load was 0.002 to 0.003 in. rather than O.OOA in.
Special test No. 109 was run to get additional data on the flat bearlng
pressures, flows and gap. This test confirmed the previous data. The
pressures and flow were in Eood agreement with the deslgn values, but
the measured gap at the maxlm_m load was down to approximately 0.002 in.
The reason for this was not found. The lateral dancing tests Indicated
satisfactory operation of the flat bearinss _ so the small measured _p
was nut considered a significant problem.
........................ i
The spherical bearing pressure and gap versus load are shown in
Fig. VA-9. The measured recess pressure vas in excellent agreement
vlth the theoretical value. The measured spherical bearlng _p was in
good agreement with the theoretical value at light loads, but at the
higher loads the indicated gap was larger. The reason for this was
not found. There were no problems with the spherical bearing in
Head to Bead test.
The ring bearing recess pressures were measured and compared. The
pressures were found to he in the range of 400 to 1200 psi, and within
each bearing the pressures were balanced within 20% total variation.
This is considered to be the acceptable operating range for recess
pressures, and therefore_ it was not necessary to readjust any of the
supply flow control valves.
3_. Bearing Redundancy and Separation Teats
The test objectives were to demonstrate bearing redundancy, which
requires that the bearings operate without contact when the flow to any
one flow control valve is shut off; and to demonstrate that the bearing
surfaces can be separated after bearing contact.
The bearing pressures and gaps which were recorded during the redun-
dancy and separation tests are summarized in Table VA-I, for the flat
and spherical bearing tests, and in Table VA-2, for the ring bearing
tests. The gap measurements are intended to show changes only and not
the absolute values.
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Test No. 1_, Flat and _herical Bearing Redundancy - The flat and
spherical bearings vere operated at a 1.8 x 10 6 lb beari_ load. The
flow to one of the two flow control valves feedi_ the flat bearing
and to __e of the two fL_ control ve_vee feedLug the epher_.c -_-! bearing
vas shut ofT. The flow to the auxiliary centering recesses in the
spherical bearing vas not changed.
The flat beari_ gap was reduced by approximately 20_, and the flat
bearing pressure, upstream of the stabilizing orifices, was reduced frol
approximately 2600 psi to 2_O0 psi. There was no evidence of bearing
contact.
The spherical bearing gap was reduced by approximately 20_, and the
s
spherical bearing pressure, in the main recess, was unchau_d at approxi-
mately 2500 psi. There was no evidence of bearing contact.
The flow to the flat and spherical bearings was restored to normal
and the gaps and pressures immediately returned to the values recordea
prior to the flow shutoff.
Test No. 13, Flat and Spherical Bearing Separation - The fia_ and
spherical bearings were operated at 1.8 x 106 bearin_ load. All flow
to the flat and spherical bearings was shut off.
The flat bearing gap went to zero and the pressure upstream of the
stabilizing orifices dropped to approximately 2100 psi.
The spherical bearing gap went to zero and the pressure in the main
recess dropped to approximately 2_O0 psi.
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The flow was rapidly restored to the flat and spherical bearings by
opening the ball shutoff valves in the bearing supply lines. All bear-
ing gaps and pressures immediately increased to the values recorded
prior to the flow shutoff.
Test No. l_, Upper Ring Bearing Redundancy - The ring bearings were
operated at a concentric load of 1.8 x 106 lb. The flow to one of the
six recesses in the upper ring bearing was shut off.
The gap at the shutoff recess was reduced by approximately .003 in.
and the pressure in the recesses were redistributed. There was no evi-
dence of bearing contact.
The flow was restored to normal and the bearing gap and pressures
returned to essentially the values recorded prior to the flow shutoff.
Test No. 16, Lower Ring Bearing Redundancy - The ring bearings were
operated at a concentric load of 1.8 x 106 lb. The flow to one of the
six recesses in the lower ring bearing was shut off.
The gap at the shutoff recess was reduced by approximately .002 in.
and the pressures in the recesses were redistributed. There was no
evidence of bearing contact
The flow was restored to normal, and the bearing gap and pressures
returned to essentlally the values recorded prior to the flow shutoff.
4. Air Spring Loss Test (Test No. 36)
The test objective was to measure the downward velocity of the piston
• when a simulated failure of the air spring suppl_ has occurred and to
verify that this rate did not exceed the design limit.
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For this test the solenoid valve (SOV-I) which is normally used as
the bailing purge valve was installed between the piston and the orifice
fitting which is normally screwed directly into the piston. This arrange-
..... _ ....... e_ the failure condition in that the orifice dis-
t
charged directly into the atmosphere. During the test a load of 1.8 x
106 lh was provided by maintaining constant pressure in the upper cylinder.
The hose failure was simulated by opening the solenoid valve.
A piston velocity of .041 i_sec or 2.46 in./min was obtained (Fig.
VA-IO). This velocity is less than i/i0 the dynamic design load require-
ment and its low value is due to an error in sizing the orifice which is
.080 in. in diameter. The orifice was not changed because its small size
does not present an operational problem.
5- Float Refloating Test
The test objective was to demonstrate the procedure for raising an_
refloating a piston float after it had been sunk.
The float in cylinder No. 4 was successfully refloatedt after several
unsuccessful trails. The floating procedure was revised and retested
several times until a workable procedure was developed.
The final refloating procedure was as follows. The lower piston was
loaded so that it would not lift when the lower cylinder was pressurized
up to 150 psi. In normal use, the piston will be held in the "Park"
position by the test vehicle weight.
The Jacking valve (ROV-I) was energized to start oil flow to the
cylinder at a constant rate of approximately 6 gpm. The purge valve
(ROV-6) was opened to vent gas, or oil, from the top of the piston.
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When the oil level reached the bottom of the bailing tube, as indicated
by the start of oil flow, the piston pressure was increased to approxi-
mately 60 psi by adding gas through pressurization valve (CV-_). The oil
inflow was then adjusted by means of bleed valve (FCV-5), to maintain the
piston pressure constant at approximately lO0 psi. This procedure set up
a constant oil flow through the piston, in under the float and out from
above the float, which slowly lifted the float to the top of the piston.
When the float was raised, it contacted the bottom of the bailing
tube stopping the outflow of oil. The inflow of oil was reversed by de-
energizing the Jacking valve, allowing the float to slowly drop and con-
tinue bailing. It was important in thls operation that the piston pres-
sure did not exceed 120 psi, otherwise the float would not release from
the bailing tube.
When the oil level droppped below the bottom of the bailing tube, as
indicated by the start of gas flow from the bailing hose, the jacking
valve was re-energlzed to again raise the float. The bleed valve (FCV-5)
was adjusted to increase the cylinder inflow by approximately 3 gpm in
order to raise the float at approximately i in. per minute.
When the float again contacted the bailing tube, as indicated by stop-
page of outflow, the Jacking valve was immediately de-energized. It was
important that the inflow be reversed immediately, otherwise oil would
spill over the sides of the float and refill it.
The Jacking valve was cycled to raise and lower the float for approxi-
mately 6 cycles until the quantity of oil expelled as the float dropped
away from the bailing tube was near zero. Then, the purge valve was closed
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add _ was adg_l to the p_ston throu6h the pressurization val_e, CV-5,
to _£we the float down to its seat. This completed the float/u_
Durlr_ _ refloat!ng tests_ the float sunk !_/_atinE system was
not operable and therefore was not used in the refloating procedure.
In normal operation the floa£ sunk indicating system will be used as a
primary indicator in the refloatin6 procedure. As the float is cycled
up and down during the ballin6 operation, the system will be monitored
to determine when the "StL_" indication changes to "FLOAT." After this
indication, the bailing will be continued for several more cycles, and
then the float will be driven down to its seat to conclude the refloat-
in6 procedure.
The cylinder sight glass and the float height indicator on the control
panel were not used in the reflcating procedure. It was found that the
sight glass did not correctly indicate the piston oil level when the
float was sunk. The indicated level was approximately 10 in. higher
than the actual level. _ecause of this condition, and b=u_u_= of _'-
slow response, the sight glass was not found to be useful in* the re-
floatln6 procedure.
A positive indication of the oil level was obtained by monitorlng
the flow from the batlin_ hose. This was monitored by a man at the
cylinder and relayed to the operator at the control panel. An indica-
tion of the heist of the oil level above the bottom of the bailln 6
tube was obtained from the increase in piston pressure as the oil level
increased and confessed the trapped gas volume. During the bailing
Jm
operation, the Jacking valve was cycled to raise the oil level when it fell
below the level of the bailing tube, and to lo_er the oil level when the
float contacted the bailing tube, or when the piston pressure increased by
50 percent.
6. 0perating Range Tests
The test objectives were to demonstrate the Jacking of the piston from the
park position to the 3 in. operating position at various bearing loads and
spring rates, and to measure the times required.
The jacking and lowering operations at bearing loads of 0.I x lO6, 0.44
and lO6, and 1.8 x lO6 lb, and at minimum and maximum spring rates were dem-
onstrated in the operating range tests (Nos. 64 through 69 for Set No. l,
and Nos. 28, 31 and 32 for Set No. 2), and also as a part of the setup for
most of the other Head to Head tests.
The normal Jacking operation takes place in two phases. First, the com-
pression of the air spring from the piston precharge pressure to the opera-
ting pressure while the piston height is held constant in the park positbn.
Second, the raising of the piston from the park position to the 3 in. opera-
ting height while the pressure is held constant at the operating pressure.
The flow input to the lower cylinder was set up so as to produce equilib-
rium at the 3 in. Operating height. The test was started by energizing the
Jacking valve to start flow to the lower cylinder and no further adjustment
was made to the lower cylinder controls. When the air spring had compressed
to the operating pressure, the piston was allowed to rise at constant load.
When a height of 2.8 in. was reached, the test was ended. The times re-
quired for the compression and jacking phases of the tests are shown below.
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Operatin_ _ Tests
Test _o.
" r.nad x i0"6 lb.
68 69 28
Ls 1.8 1.8" 1.8
Spring rate rain
Times, minutes, compressioa - 73
max min min
].8 - 2._ _5
2o 37 lo lO lo.3
Llo z8 - _.8
It was found that the times required for Jacking at the low _ear-
Lug loads and for air spring compression at the maximum spring rates
were unreasonabl_ long. A total time of 110 minutes was recorded for
the 0._2_ x lO 6 load at the maximum spring rate.
This shows _t the Jacking procedure based on not changAng the
cylinder supply flow or bleed flow controls during the Jacking opera-
tion is unsatisfactory for all but the minimum spring rates and the
higher loads.
Operation of the sight glass was monitored during the com-
pression phase of test _o. 31. As the air spring was compressed,
the float height increased from 10 in. to 80 in. at an avernge rate
of 1.55 in. per minute. The oil level in the sight glass lagged the
float height by approximately 15 minutes to catch up after the float
height stabilize_.
7: slnk _te _,_s
The ob_ective of the tests was to demonstrate that the pistons
would lower from the 3 in. raised position to the park position in
less than 1.5 man. (the period for which emergency flow is provided
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to the bearings) at the maximum and minimum vehicle weight. When the
pistons are lowered to the park position the oil in the cylinder is dis-
charged, through a flow control valve (FCV-9) set at lO gpm. This assures
an adequate sink rate for the light vehicle weights and the heavy vehicles
come down slightly faster due to increased flow over the capillary seal.
During these tests the load was provided by pressurizing the upper
cylinder. During some tests, particularly the low load test (Fig. V A-11),
the pressure decreased slightly permitting the air spring to expand. The
resulting float motion displaces oil which must be discharged at a constant
rate through the flow control valve thus reducing the sink rate of the
piston.
Test results (Figs. V A-If and V A-12) on piston-cylinder No. 4
agree with the predicted sink rates when corrected for air spring expansion
which occurred on the minimum weight condition and gave a lowering time of
60 seconds which is well below the allowable 1.5 minutes.
The test results (Figs. V A-15 through A-18) from piston-cylinder
No. 2 when corrected for air spring expansion indicate that the controlled
outflow of oil was 4 gpm rather than i0 gpm which gives lowering times of
about 70 seconds for the maximum weight. This could have been caused by
dlrt in the flow control valve. On the low load (.I x 106 ib) tests No. 71
and 71A on piston-cylinder No. 2, the pressure fell below the desired value of
150 psi to less than 125 psi which is the lower limit of the pressure at
which the flow control valve has satisfactory regulation (Figs. VA-13 and
V A-14). The pressure regulation was corrected on later tests.
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8. Eccentric _ Tes_ ,
The test objective was _o measure the angle between the pisto_ face
and a horizontal reference under a _-in. eccentric load of 1.8 x 106 lb.
The test was performed by displacing the stem assembly lateral_
relative to the piston centerline. Measurements were made relative to
0
the two piston faces rather than relative to a true horizontal plane.
It was found that test stand deflections caused the piston centerlines
to tilt thus preventin 6 meaningful measurement of the desired angle.
The ring bearing recess pressures and gaps were recorded and the
changes in these quantities, due to the eccentric load, were found to
agree with predicted results.
_. EfTective Moving Nasa
It was intended to determine the vertical ross in the Head to Head
configuration by measuring the pressure in the lower piston required to
support the weight of both pistous, stems 3 and the four bearings. This
metho_ was not e_loyed as the separate components were weighed during
assembly.
It is required that the vertical mass not exceed 16,000 lb/support
and that the effective moving mass of each support not exceed 5000 lb.
The vertical mass per Support was determined by actual measurement
to be as follows:
Piston assembly
Flat bearing assembly
Spherical bearing assembly
12, _O0 lb.
5_
62_
1_036
z_
Stem assembly 570
Interface disc assembly
(Not part of Head to Head)
15,014 lb.
The effective moving mass was determined by the following equation:
Effective moving mass = horizontal mass + i/I0 vertical mass
This calculation is given below.
Effective moving mass = 590 + 625 + 570 + 829 +
i0
= 2614 + 1501
+ 4115 ib/support
B. VIBRATION SURVEYS
The purpose of the vibration surveys were to ensure that the
Hydrodynamic Supports and associated components have natural fre-
quencies above 20 cps. In order to avoid exciting the system through
the air spring resonance, and also due to the lower frequency limita-
tion on the shaker, it was originally decided to perform the vibra-
tion surveys from 5 to 20 cps and to monitor the system accelerations
and displacements at key locations on the pistons, cylinders and
bearings. Measurement of system performance parameters, in terms of
oil flow, oil temperature, nitrogen gas temperature and hydrostatic
bearing gaps were included in the test specification (Appendix A)
but were omitted when the tests were run since it was felt that they
would not contribute any significant information. The vibration sur-
veys, which were conducted in both the vertical and lateral directions
at a bearing load of 1.8 x lO6 lb are summarized below.
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The vertical Tlbration survey was conducted by attaching two C-5
electrod_namic shakers, each rated at 6_0 lb and with their output
automatical_ controlled to be in phases to the lower piston as shown
on the schematic on Table IV A-2 (F 3 and F_ on the side viev of Head
to Head test fixture). The output of accelerometers mounted on the
upper and lower piston, cylinder and f_t bearir_ and the lower cylin-
der spherical bearing were monitored continuously through the fre-
quency range 5 to 20 cps and recorded at 0.5 cps increments. The
seven accelerometer locations are indicated on the schematic on
Table IV A-2 as A1 thro_h A8. Figures V B-1 thro_h V B-_ show the
recorded peak to peak accelerations at the 7 locations. As indicated on
the figures_ the maximum accelerations measured were less than 0.01 g
for the shaker input force of 1090-11_0 lb and no resonances were found.
Some of the recorded data points, particularly in the 5-10 cps range are
not shown due to high noise levels at 180-2_0 cps. The acceleration
levels in the 5-10 cps range are, however, less than in the 10-20 cps
range where the same noise levels were present.
2. Lateral
The lateral vibration survey was conducted by attaching the C-5
shakers to the piston as shown on the front view of the Head to Head
test fixture in Table IT A-2 (F1 and F2 inputs represent the two
shakers). Accelerations were measured at 0.5 cps increments at _ lo-
cations, indicated by A1, _, A3 and A_ on Table IV A-2, wlth the
system excited through the 5 to 20 cps range. Figures V B-5 and
V B-6 show the peak to peak accelerations recorded for the input
force of 600-650 lb. As indicated on Fig. V B- s, no resonances
were detected on either the piston or cylinder through the 5 to
20cps frequency range. Figure V B-6 indicates an apparent
ii cps resonance on the flat bearing and a 16.5-17.0 cps reson-
ance on both the flat bearing and spherical bearing. During
the lateral vibration survey, the shakers were bolted to a sepa-
rate structure alongside the Head to Head test fixture and this
separate structure indicated an ii cps resonance as shown on
Fig. V B-7. Also, the stem connecting the upper and lower
pistons in the Head to Head test stand had to be restrained
from lateral motion _t the 1.8 x 106 ib bearing load. This
was due to the fact that the i cps lateral restraint springs
used to center the stem could not overcome the lateral force
produced by the pistons cocking relative to one another in
the test stand at the high bearing load. In order to prevent
the stem from moving off center, a wood block was inserted
between the stem and the Head to Head test stand. This block
was not rigidly attached to either the stem or test stand and
therefore provided a rather sloppy connection. The A4accel-
erometer, attached to the spherical bearing, did not show the
Ii cps buildup as dld A 3 (Fig. V B-6) but did show a large
cps response (4 harmonic) at the ii cps excitation frequency.
26
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This nonlinearity and the ll cps apparent resonance on the _
flat bearing (which could be rigid bod_ rotation of the flat
bearin6) and also the 16.5-17.0 cps response on both bearing_
m_V or may not he legitimate resonances .but the sloppy con-
nection of the stem t_ the Head to Head test stand and the
11.0 cps shaker stand resonance make these apparent reson-
ances suspect.
C. CYLINDER SUPPLY PANEL
i. Breadboard Testa
The hydraulic supply flow to the support cylinders is re-
quired to have a particular flow variation with cylinder pres-
sure in order to overcome the low frequency instability problem
with the capillary seal. The cylln_r supply panel system is de-
signed to produce decreasing supply flow rates with increasing
cylinder pressures. The rate of change of supply flow with cylin-
der pressure is designated by the symbol KQ. The flow gainj _p
is adjustable from zero to approximately .030 gpm per psi. The
nominal cylinder suppl_, flow _s adjustable from zero to approxi-
mately 12 gpm.
The objectives of this test were to demonstrate that the cylinder
supply system as designed would produce the required range of
values, and to determine how the _ Values varied with changes in
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excitation frequency, excitation amplitude, pressure levels, and
flow rates. The test parameters were selected to cover the full
range of conditions possible in normal operation of the cylinder
supply system.
The cylinder supply system is as shown in Fig. VC-I. An ad-
Justable capillary valve (CV-I) produces the required flow varia-
tion (_). A dome loaded pressure regulator (PRV-1) operates to
maintain a constant oil pressure upstream of the capillary valve.
A pressure compensated flow control valve (FCV-1)' connected in
parallel with the capillary valve, operates to provide additional
supply flow at a constant flow rate.
A pressure compensated flow control valve (FCV-2), connected
to the downstream side of the capillary valve, operates to provide
a bleed flow at a constant flow rate.
In the test setup, the downstream side of the capillary valve
was connected to a throttling valve which simulated the support
cylinder pressure drop. A servo valve in parallel with the
throttling valve, was driven to produce sine wave pressure oscilla-
tions of the simulated cylinder pressure. Hydraulic power was
supplied by a portable hydraulic power cart having a capacity of
approximately 35 gpm at 3000 psi. The hydraulic fluid was Humble
Nuto 146 at a test system inlet temperature of approximately 95°F.
Test instrumentation was as shown in Fig. VC-1. Flow measure-
ments were made by means of Rampo strain gage type dynamic flow-
meters connected to a recording oscillograph. These flowmeters
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were calibrated aga_ast a Buffalo positive displacement type flow-
meter _nich in turn had been calibrated by a weiKht per time method
usir_ the ,Nuto 1_6 oil. Pressure me_.s_urements were.by means of
ga_es for static pressures and transducers for dynamic pressures.
Temperature measurements were by means of thermocouples.
The supply system outlet flow (Q3) and the suppl_ system out-
let pressure (P3) were recorded simultaneously on the oscillograph
while the servo valve was driven to produce sine wave variations
in outlet pressure (P3) at prescribed frequencies and amplitudes.
The resulting flow 5aln, _ was determined by divlding the peak
to peak flow variation by the peak to peak pressure variation,
A series of 18 frequency response tests were run, each con-
slstln6 of measuring the flow gain, _ at ten frequencies in the
range of 0 to SO cps. The test conditions were selected to produce
the maximum, midpoint, and minimum values of KQ obtainable at varl-
ous simulate_ loads, flows, and a_ll%u_es. ."_e _._ious _'s were
produced by passing i00_, 50_ and O_ of the supply flow through
the capillary valve (CV-I) and the balance through the suppl_" flow
control valve (FCV-I). The system outlet pressure was adjusted to
simulate various loads. The supply flow was maintained constant at
the level required by the maximum load, and the bleed flow (F_-2)
was increased to produce lower cylinder flows at lower simulated
loads.
A series of 4 flow Eain tests were run, each consistln6 of
measurln6 the flow gain, _, at approximately 7 settings of the
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capillary valve and at three frequencies at each setting. The four
tests simulate three different bearing loads.
Typical results of the frequency response tests are shown in
Figs. VC-2, VC-3, and VC-4. The flow gain. KQ, was reasonably con-
stant with frequency from zero to one cycle per second which is the
critical operating range. Above 1 cps, the high level KQ'S decreased
with increasing frequency and the low level KQ'S increased with in-
creasing frequency. These variations resulted from the decreasing
ability of the pressure and flow regulating components to provide
ideal regulation at increasing frequencies.
When the pressure regulator (PRV-1) permitted a variation in
the pressure upstream of the capillary valve, the resulting flow
gain, KQ, was reduced as shown in tests 2C 5C and 6C. Another
example of this is shown in Test No. 6]3 in which the pressure
regulator failed to regulate properly and produced a dip in the
KQ curve. This failure was due to a damaged regulator which was
later repaired.
When the supply flow control valve (FCV-1) permitted variations
in the supply flow rate, the resulting flow gain, _, was increased
as shown in tests 2A, 5A and 6A. Also in these tests, in which all
of the supply flow was through FCV-1, the phase angle between the
cylinder flow, Q3' and the cylinder pressure, P3' shifted with fre-
quency. In the frequency range of O.1 to 2 cps, the flow was 60°
to 120 ° out of phase with the pressure (flow loading). At higher
frequencies the flow approached the normal in-phase relationship.
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_ae out of phase condition makes the effective (in-phase component)
e_pro_ch zeroj which is the desired value for this system setting.
In the aeries "B" and "C" tests in which the capillary valve was set
to produce a moderate to large _, there was essentially no phase
shi_ from the normal. The normal relationship is for the minimum
flow to be in phase with the maximum pressure.
During the earl_ breadboard tests, it was found that the _Pl_
flOw control valve (FCV-1) had poor frequency response in the vis-
cous oil. The valve was reworked by increasing the size of several
damping orifices and increasing the spool clearance. This substan-
tially improved the frequency response. Also during the tests_
there were two failures of the pressure regulator (PRV-I). The
regulators were revorked by adding holes in the valve bo_ to
make the pressure loading on the diaphra_n symmetrical. After
the rework, no further difficulty was experienced with the regu-
letors. See Development Test Report ER 1_037, Ref. (12) for _etails
of the rework of the pressure°regulator and fl_ control valve.
The results of the flow gain tests are shown in Figs. VC-5,
VC-_, VC-7 and VC-8 which compare the dynamic _ values with the
theoretical static value. The static value was determined by
measuring the capillary valve flow versus setting at a constant
pressure drop of 300 psi, and calculati_ the _ as the flow
divided by the pressure drop. In the tests simulating the
maximum vehicle weight (Figs. VC-5 and VC-6) and the medium
vehicle _eight (Fig. VC-7), the d_c _'s were in reasonably
good agreement with the theoretical static valves within the signi-
ficant _ range of 0 to .025 g_m per psi. In the test simulating
the low vehicle weight (1.76 x 106 lb), (Fig. VC-8), the dynamic
_'s were substantially higher than the static values. The reason
for this was not apparent.
The data from all of the breadboard tests shows considerable
scatter. This can be accounted for by the many inaccuracies in-
herent in the test setup and instrumentation. The oil temperature
was not well controlled and stabilized, since this had to be done
manually. Temperature variations affect the generated _'s by
approximately 3_ per OF. The sine waves produced by the servo
valve were far from perfect. The system inlet pressure (PI) did
not stay constant at large flow variations. The flowmeter call-
bration was very sensitive to oll temperature. The quantities
being measured were small changes in large values. These factors,
plus the normal inaccuracies in the instrumentation, indicate that
the test results may be up to 25_ in error.
From the breadboard tests, it was concluded that the cylinder
supply system was capable of generating the required range of flow
gains, and that thesystem frequency response was reasonably flat
in the critical operating range. It was also concluded that the
generated KQ's could be related to the static calibration of the
capillary valve. It was decided that additional _ tests would be
run during the Head to Head tests to get additional data using
the production version of the cylinder supply panel and using the
production hydraulic supply system.
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2. Component Testm
The objective of test No+ 100 was to determine the in-place static
callb_atlon of the capil_e_y _l;-e, _-l, and the associate_ _!u_bin_.
The c_llnder supply line was disconnected at the cylinder an_ was
connected to a throttling valve and a positive displacement flowmeter.
The suppl_ and bleed flow control valves were set for zero flow. The
pressure regulator and the throttling valve were set to produce a con-
stant 300 psi pressure drop from the upstream side of the capillary
valve to the downstream end of the cylinder supply line. At various
settings of the capillary valve, the resultant flow was measured.
The predicted flow gain, _, for the combined capillary valve and
c_linder SUltry line was calculated by dividing the measured flow
by 300 psi. The results of this test are shown in Y_g. VC-9.
The objective of test No. 101 was to measure the flow resistance
of the cylinder supply line from the downstream side of the capillary
valve to the cylinder connection. In the Head to Head test setup
this line contained a d_namic flowmeter and various fittings which
were expected to have a significance resistance.
The results of this test showed that the resistance of the
cylinder supply line s downstream of the capillary valve, was lO
psi per gpm in the range of 0 to lO gpm.
3. S_stem _QTest
The objective of this test was to measure the flow gain, _,
generated by the production version of the cylinder suppl_ panel
and to relate the flow gain to the setting of the capillary valve.
For this test the outlet of the lower cylinder supply panel was
disconnected from the cylinder inlet and was connected through a
throttlin@ valve to the return line. A servo valve was connecte_
in parallel with the throttling valve and was driven to produce sine
!
wave oscillations of the simulated cylinder pressure. This part of
the setup was the same as for the breadboard tests (see Fig. VC-I).
The simulated cylinder flow, FLI, and simulated cylinder pressure,
Pg' were recorded simultaneously on the oscillograph, and the KQ
value was calculated in the same manner as for the breadboard tests
(see Para. V C-l).
The results of the first set of KQ tests, Nos. 6 through ii, were
not meaningful due to an error in the test operation. The KQ tests
were rerun as special test No. 102. In this test, the capillary
valve was tested at eight different settings. At each setting the
pressures and flows were set to simulate the 1.8 x 106 ib bearing
load, and the cylinder pressure was oscillated at three frequencies,
0.05, 0.2 and 1.0 cps, and at three amplitudes at the high frequency.
The hydraulic power unit was operated at the pressures and oil tem-
perature associated with the 1.8 x lO6 lb bearing load.
The results of test No. 102 are shown in Fig. VC-9 as a plot of
the generated _ versus the capillary valve setting. Also plotted
in this figure are the predicted _'s from the static in place cali-
bration of the capillary valve, test No. 100. These results show
that the generated _'s are in good agreement with the predicted
_'s in the range of 0.003 to 0.025 gpm/psi. Values beyond this
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rs_e are not significant. The generated _'s were reasonably
constant with frequency and amplitude variations.
_. Cylinder Supplx Panel Test_
Fi_we VC-9 shows Eood agreement between KQ determined by static
in place calibration of the capillary panel and _ measured at various
frequencies in test No. 102. In test No. 101 the resistance of the
line between the capillary valve and the cylinder was measured making
it possible to relate the bench calibration of the capillary valve to
the in-place calibration. Figure VC-IO shows that the computed
curve versus the laboratory calibration of the prototype capillary
valve is in good aEreement. The laboratory calibration of the pro-
totype valve gives points that fall on a very smooth curve which
tends to further substantiate the data. The production valves were
to the same drawin_ (88A_I00_3) as the prototype. The drawing
tolerances are very s._ll on critical dimensions so that the prototype
D. STATIC PISTOH CHARACTERISTICS TESTS
The purposes of the static piston characteristics tests were tO
determine the t_vdrodynamic Support static stiffness by measuring the
piston displacement-piston load relationship and also to determine
the gas spring rate by measuring the float displacement-piston load
relationship. This l_tter objective was not accomplished, howevers
due to operational difficulties with the float heisht indicator. A
discussion of the problem is given in Ref. (12).
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The Hydrodynamic Support static stiffness is important, in con-
Junction with the characteristics of the lateral restraint system
to be employed in the Saturn V testing, in determining the static
stability of the vehicle. As indicated by the theory (Ref. iO),
the static stiffness of the support is uniquely determined by the
bearing load, capillar_ seal length and input flow gain (_), for a
given piston-cylinder geometr> _ and oil temperature. It was there-
fore decided that tests would be conducted to determine the static
stiffness of two of the supports under various conditions of the
three parameters-bearing load, seal length and KQ at the design
operating temperature of 95° F at the pump inlet.
Briefly, the procedure for performing these tests was to estab-
lish a bearing load at a given capillary seal length, temperature
and input flow gain (capillary restrictor valve setting CV-1), for
the lower piston-cylinder in the Head to Head setup and then to
vary the lower piston displacement using the upper piston as an
actuator. The displacements were varied in increments up to +l in.
about the original capillary seal length (positive direction is up)
and held at each increment for a sufficient time to allow the pres-
sure and displacements to come to equilibrium, at which time the
data were recorded. Repeat tests were necessary in some cases due
to too much scatter in the data, probably caused as a result of
taking the data too fast, that is, not simulating static conditions.
Since the static and dynamic spring rates can be widely different
depending upon the input flow gain, care had to be taken in per-
forming the static piston characteristic tests to ensure that the
data would be representative of static conditions.
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Of 1)a_ti_Lla_ interest from the tests performed, are the cylinder
inlet oil t_OV _te variations with cylinder pressure and the cylJ_ler
pressure variati_nns with piston displacement. From the first, the
actual input flow gain (KQ) that was attained during the test can be
determined and co_pared with the expected value based on the relation-
ship between the capillary restrictor vavle (CV-1) setting and the
input flow gain established during the cylinder supply panel calibra-
tions (tests Nos. 100 and 102). From the cylinder pressure varia-
tions with piston displacement the static stiffness can be determined
and compared with the theory at the input flow gain attained during
the test. Excluding repeats, there were 10 tests performed on piston-
cylinder No. 2, and 6 tests performed on piston-cylinder No. _. A
sultry of the static stiffnesses and input flow gains determined
from the data of the original test or of at least one repeat test
is shown below.
sa 1_o_
Test
Number
41.5
39-B
41
41-A
Summary of Static Piston Characteristic Testa
Piston-
Cylinder
Tested
2
2
2
2
2
Test Conditions
Bearing Capillary CV-I
Load Seal Length Setting
(106 lb) ..(inch) . (turns open).
1.8 6 o
1.8 6 2.95
1.8 6 3.75
1.8 6 4.65
1.8 6 4.65
Results
u_ Statl@Inp Flow gain Stiffness( mm/psl)
-.ooo55
.oo94
.o155
.oeo_
.o219
(zbln.)
480,000
120,_X_
73,140
56,620
55,680
57A
53
56-A
2
2
2
1.8 4 2.50
1.8 4 5.40
1.8 8 3.65
.0061
.oe94
.0167
385,800
91,96o
46,e40
45
46
47
2
2
2
o._ 6 4.66 .o215
0.44 6 2.95 .oL57
o.44 6 3.75 .o163
iz,84o
20,100
16, 550
18-A 4 i. 8 6 3.20
19 4 1.8 6 4.00
.0152
.O120
2_
Z7
2O
4
4
l. 8 4 4.5o .o155 85, 63o
l. 8 8 3.6o .Ol48 42, 71o
o._ 6 3.20 .o166 ll,020 !
2z 4 o.44 6 4.00 .02o5 8,89o
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As indicated in the summary above, test results are presented
for two of the piston-cylinders for variations in the three parameters:
_n_,_ load, capillary seal !en__th_ and input flow gain (indicated by
the CV-I setting). The static stiffnesses shown are seen to decrease
with increasing input flow gain for the first four tests which are at
a constant bearing load and seal length. This relationship, which is
substantiated by the theory, is evident for all sets of tests in which
the only parameter varied was input flow gain.
The curves of input oil flow rate versus cylinder pressure and
cylinder pressure versus piston displacement from which the above re-
sults were obtained, are shown on Figs. VD-I through VD-_. From
these curves the static stiffness is obtained as the slope of the
pressure-displacement curve times the cylinder internal cross-sectio_a_
area (755 in-2) and the input flow gain is obtained as the slope of the
flow rate-pressure curve. In all cases, these slopes were obtained
from a least squares i/near fit to the data.
As indicated on Figs. VD-I through VD-34, the data generally
appears to follow this linear fit. The oil temperature variation
during each test are indicated on the figures and can explain some
of the scatter in the data. Figures VD-II and VD-28 show the re-
sults of a test in which wide variations in temperature occuffed.
On the pressure-dlsplacement curve (Fig. VD-28) the data indicates
an apparent zero stiffness for the first three data points. However,
Fig. VD-II shows that this is due to the flow decreasing at constant
pressure due to the large decreases in temperature. That is, as the
Fm 14o36
oil temuerature is decreased, the flow rate required to maintain con-
stant pressure decreases. For capillary flow, the capillary seal
length is inversely proportional to the product of the flow rate
and the viscosity at constant pressure and capillary gap; that Is,
c
From VD-II, the flow rate changes from 2.6 gpm at llO°F to 1.6 gpm
at i00 ° F while the pressure remains constant. One would therefore
expect that a change in seal length of:
( l,.,.
would occur, where the subscript "o" refers to the initial conditions
_o = 2.6 = llO O F and the subscript "f" refers to the6", Qo gpm, TO
condition of Qf = 1.6 gpm, Tf = lO00 F. As seen from Fig. VD-28, the
piston did, in fact, displace -.95 in. at constant pressure. There-
for_ the first two data points, over which the temperature changed from
llO ° to lO0 ° F, should not be used and only the last four data points,
over which the temperature remained constant, should be used in the
data interpretation.
In order to substantiate the theory regarding the independence of
the static stiffness on the gas spring rate, several of the static
piston characteristic tests were performed with a minimum gas spring
rate and then repeated with the float locked on the seat in the piston.
In the latter configuration, the gas is isolated and cannot contribute
to the piston deflection. The comparison of test No. 41, which was
done with a minimum gas spring rate, and test No. 41-A, which was
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with the float locked indicates that the gas spring rate does not
affect the static stiffness.
From the input flow gains obtained from the test data (Figs.
VD-1 through 17) and the capillary restrictor valve settings for
each of the Static Piston Characteristic tests, a curve can be
drawn of input flow gain versus capillary valve settings similar
to the static calibration of the cylinder supply panel (test No.
100). Figure VD-35 shows such a curve, where the dotted line is drawn
thro_h the data obtained from the Static Piston Characteristic tests
and the solid line was obtained from a separate static calibration
of the c_linder supply panel (test No. I00). The dotted line fits
all but 5 of the data points within 10_# but is higher than the
data from test No. 100. Differences in temperature from test to
test as well as temperature variations during the Static Piston
Characterisc tests may account for the scatter in the data as
well as the difference between the two curves shown.
E. DAMPING
l. Head to Head
a. Lateral
The purpose of the lateral damping test was to determine the
ma_xitude of the lateral dashpot constant under bearing loads of
o._ x lO6 i_ and 1.8 x lO6 lb.
The Combined stem, spherical bearing, and flat bearing can nor-
really be moved freely on top of the piston surface. Because of this
negligible horizontal spring rate, it was necessary for the Head to
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Head tests that the stem be put between two sprigs to provide an
oscillating system from which the viscous damping could be measured.
The damping due to the viscous shear of the oil between the flat
bearing and the piston top was expected to be very small. The ex-
traneous effects due to springs, roller bearings, and other contri-
butors was expected to add an unknown amount of damping, possibly
of the same order of magnitude as that being investigated.
Because of the unknown amount of damping in the springs, it was
decided to use two different sets of springs in the testing. After
excitation, the springs provided a decaying free oscillation from
which the logarithmic decrement was determined and hence the damping
coefficlent.
The system was excited by displacing the centering block in the
lateral direction by hand excitation when the soft (I cps) springs
were installed and by a loading jack when the hard (5 cps) springs
were installed. It was intended to do both bearing loads with both
sets of springs, however, it was impossible to obtain high bearing load
lateral damping with the soft springs installed. The reason for this
was that the free oscillation frequencies decreased with increasing
bearing load up to some critical load beyond which the stem became
statically unstable. The critical bearing load for this condition
was about I x lO6 lb and the instability was caused by test stand
deflection inducing a force on the stem that the soft springs could
not overcome. The stiff springs did not allow this instability. In
addition to the North-South spring restraint the stem was restrained
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
B]
, m,
from moving in the East-West direction by channels attached to the
test stand. Rollers between the stem and the channel permitted the
stem to move with spring compression but prevented the stem from
moving normal to the centerline of the two springs.
Four lateral da_ing tests were conducted on the first set of
piston-cylinders and two on the second set. Generally three trials
were made at each test condition. The 1 cps springs were used on
the first set of piston-cylinders and the 5 cps springs on the
second set. A summary of the six tests is given below.
Test
No.
io8
io8
108
_8A
39
Summary of Lateral Damping Tests
Test Condition
Piston
Cylinders
Tested
1
1
1
1
2
2
Bearing
None
0.i
0._
O-75
0.44
1.8
Results
Centering C for
Spring Both Pistons
Frequency ib sec/in
i cps 3.0
i cps 3-3
l cps 5.2
i cps 5-3
5 cps 6.2 and 6 07
5 cps 7.15
C per
Support
lh sec/in.
1.5
1.65
2.6
2.65
3.1 and 3.03
3.57
set •
set.
tude.
Figures V E-I throu@hV E-4 give the results for tests on the first
Figures V E-5 and -6 give the results of damping on the second
These curves show the viscous damping to be independent of a_pll-
Figure V E-7_ves a plot of the damping coefficient per piston ver-
sus bearing load in relation to the maximum allowable specification
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levels. Both damping coefficients measured at the 0._ x 106 and
1.8 x lO6 lb bearing loads are slightly over the maximum specification
levels. For the tests done with the I cps spring a cable was attached
to the stem from about a 40 ft distance with about lO0 ib to relieve
the stem roller bearing load on the Channels that restrict movement
from the centerline of the springs. This was not done for the tests
with the 5 cps springs installed. The only comparison between the
damping with the different springs is shown at the 0._4 x 106 bear-
ing load. The 0.5 lb sec/in, difference between the damping co-
efficients measured with the two springs could be due to:
(1) Differences in damping contributed by the springs;
(2) Differences in oil temperature between the two tests;
(3) Variations between the two piston-cylinders in flow
control valves and orifices feeding oil to the flat
bearing thereby causing different gaps between the
piston andflat bearing.
If the differences are due to the damping contributed by the springs,
then the damping at the 1.8 x lO6 bearing load would be within speci-
fication if it could have been done with the 1 cps springs.
b. Vertical
The purpose of the vertical damping tests was to measure the
total vertical damping of the Hydrodynamic Support to ensure that
the support damping would be less than the maximum positive values
specified between 0.5 and 1.0 cps and above 1.0 cps and also to
ensure that it would be non-negatlve at all frequencies.
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As indicated by the theory (Ref. (10)), the total support damping
@an be considered to be the sum of a viscous damping and a flow damp-
img. The viscous damping, which is due to the laminar shear forces
on the piston in the capillary seal and ring bearing areas, is a
function of the capillary seal length and bearing load for a given
piston-cylinder and oil temperature. The bearing load affects the
capillary seal gap and ring bearing gap while the oil temperature
controls the viscosity of the oil. The flow damping, which is due
to the cylinder input and capillary seal oil flo_s, _s primarily a
function of the bearing load, capillary seal length, gas volume,
excitation frequency and input flow gain and can be either positive
or negative. The total support damping can therefore be either
positive or negative depending upon the relative magj_itudes of the
viscous and flow damping. For a given configuration, that is, a
particular piston-cylinder, bearing load, capillary seal length,-
_ma_e__pr!n_ rate and oil temperature, the total support damping is
adjustable at all frequencies within varying limits by changing the
input flow gain. Equation V E(1) below gives the total damping
(from Ref. (i0)) as a function of the d_namic stiffness, _ (which
is a function of bearing load and gas volume) and of frequency:. .
_2 + 1 P
2
where _l and Y2 are time constants and Cp is the viscous damping.
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Since the total vertical damping is dependent on so many parameters,
it was decided that testing would be limited to determining the verti-
cal damping under various conditions of bearing load, frequency and
input flow gain while maintaining a capillary seal length of 6 in., a
minimum gas spring rate and the operating oil temperature. It was
originally anticipated that a gas spring could be obtained in the in-
verted piston in the Head to Head configuration thus providing a
mass (the two pistons) between two springs (the upper and lower piston
gas springs) that could be excited with a shaker both on and off reson-
ance. At resonance the total damping would be primarily the viscous
damping of both piston-cylinders since the flow damping, which is in-
versely proportional to the square of the frequency, would be essen-
tially nonexistent. Therefore, the total damping could have been
determined by cutting the shaker off and measuring the free oscilla-
tion decay rate. Below resonance the total damping was to be deter-
mined by measurlngthe phase angle between the shaker force and the
piston displacement. However, it was found that a gas spring could
not be obtained in the upper piston thereby eliminating this method
of determining the total vertical damping.
The method of determining the total damping that was then decided
upon was to fill the inverted plston-cylinder with oil, attach a
servo valve to its inlet oil line and to oscillate the input oil
flow, thereby using the upper piston as a means of excitation. The
flow damping of the lower cylinder plus the viscous damping of both
piston-cylinders could then be obtained at any frequency by measuring
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the ph_e between the excitation (the upper piston pressure) and the
displacement. This procedure was used to determine the dampi_ for
the first set of piston-cyllnders installed in the Head to Head con-
figuratlon. For the flrs_ set, which had piston-cylinder #i in the
upper (inverted) position and _2 in the lower position, 15 dampi_
tests were conducted. Of these, 8 were done at the 1.8 x 10 6 lb
beariDg load, _ at the 0.4_ x 106 Ib bearin_ load and S at the 0.i0
x 106 lb bearing load. From the measured phase angles the lower cyl-
inder flow dampln6 (Cf2) plus the upper and lower cylinder viscous
dampin_ (CvI and Cv2)'was determlned fro=
(Of + + Cv )
2 CVl 2
where _ is the stiffness of the lower system.
The results of the tests on the first set of piston-cylinders at
the 1.8 x 10 6 lb bearing load, 0.5 cps are shown on Fig. V E-_ as a
function of the input flow gain. The phase angles were measured
using the technique shown on Fig. IV ]3-12 and the total damping was
calculated from these phase angles using the above equation. The
average d_namic stiffness from the four tests, which is needed to
calculate the damping from the phase angle, is indicated on the
fi@_re and was determined from the lower cylinder pressure and dis-
placement oscillations. Also shown on Fig. V E-8 is the theoretical
damping curve for comparison with those determined from the measured
phase angles. As indicated by the comparison, the test results are
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significantly higher than the theoretical values in most instances.
There are several reasons, some of which were not really evaluated
until after the 15 tests, that tend to make the test results suspect.
These are listed below:
(1) Insufficient electronic filterin_ of the signals in the
_hase measurement. The filtering used, which is shown on
Fig. IV B-12, was an SKL filter on the pressure si6nal.
In order to avoid low frequency phase shiftin6 of the
pressure signal, the filter cutoff frequency had to be
set high and consequently did not sufficiently filter the
60 c_cle noise that was present. Also, the SKL filter
used was found to have some internal noise that affected
the measurements.
(2) Carrier amplifier noise. Since Wianco pressure transducers
were used in the first 15 damping tests, carrier amplifiers
were needed. The carrier frequency proved to be a source
of interference in making the phase measurements.
(3) Non-sinusoidal excitation. The servo valve which was used
to oscillate the flow in the upper piston to provide excita-
tion for the lower piston generally produced a non-sinus-
oidal wave form (in some cases practically a triangular
waveform). Since the flow damping is frequency dependent,
the resulting phase measurement from the non-sinusoidal
excitation represented some weighted average of the damping
values at each frequency component of the excitation. The
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servo .valve produced this non-sinusoidal wave form due to
clogging of the servo valve filter and also due t o poor
location of the servo valve and its pressure regulator.
relative to the upper cylinder inlet.
Due to the inconsistency of the test data with the theory it was
obvious that the above problems would have to be corrected in order
to obtain meaningful data. It was therefore decided that while
better instrumentation was being installed for the phase measurement,
a chamge-over to piston-cylindem Nos. 3 and 4 would be made in the
Head to Head test stand and that a comprehensive set of vertical damp-
ing tests would t_en be performed on this set. Figure IV B-13 shows
a schematic of the phase measuring circuit that was finall_ decided
upon, which includes: better filtering, better filter location
(filtering after the two signals are added) and strain gage pressure
instruments which do not need the previously used carrier amplifier
system. During the change-over to pi_ton-cylinderSNos. 3 and _, the
servo valve and pressure regulator were moved clcser to the upper
cylinder inlet in order to provide a better flow oscillation wave
form.
With the above changes In the phase measuring system and excita-
tion, testing was begun on piston-cylinders Nos. 3 and 4 to determine
the total vertical damping (lower cylinder flow damping plus upper
and lower cylinder viscous damping). As was done on the first set
of piston-cylinders, the total damping was to be determined from the
phase angle between the upper cylinder pressure and the piston dis-
placement. When these damping tests were begun it was discovered
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that the upper cylinder pressure exhibited a waveform similar to the
displacement but with a square wave superimposed. Figure VE-9 shows
the upper cylinder pressure and piston displacement time histories
from a typical test during which this phenomena was present. Since
the phase measuring technique used in these tests is only applicable
to signals that have identical waveforms, it is obvious that the
"clipping" on the upper cylinder pressure would make the phase meas-
urements difficult to interpret. The clipping on the pressure signal
was believed to be due to some physical interference within the lower
piston-cylinder (No. 4)--a possibility that was also discovered in
some separate tests of this plston-cylinder prior to its installation
in the Head to Head test fixture. The results of the vertical damping
tests performed with this clipping present again proved to be higher
than the theory, but in view of the apparent interference problem,
this is not surprising.
Since it was felt that the interference problem was peculiar to
piston-cyllnder No. 4 and not the others, and in order to avoid immed-
iate removal of the Nos. 3 and 4 sets from the test fixture to fix the
problem, testing was continued in order to obtain data on at least the
flow damping. By measuring the phase angle between the lower cylinder
pressure and piston displacement the viscous damping of the two piston-
c)linders plus the extraneous damping due to the apparent interference
problem would be avoided and onl> • the lower c>linder flow damping
would be obtained. Separate tests on the individual piston-cylinders
could be performed after removal from the Head to Head test stand to
determine the viscous damping. The total damping (assuming a fix on
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!the apparent interference problem could be made) would then be the
sum of the flow _in6 obtained during tests in the Head to Head
configuration plus the viscous dancing from the side tests. Using
this approachp _ tests were conducted to determine the flow damping
under various conditions of bearing load, frequency and input flow _
gain. At the 1.8 X 106 ib and 0._4 x 106 ib bearing loads, the flow
damping was determined for several input flow gains at each of 4 fre-
quencies. For the 0.I0 x 10 6 ib bearing load, the damping was deter-
mined for one input flow gain at each of 4 frequencies.
Of the 30 tests performed, the results ofl3 are shown on Figs.
V E-IO through V E-15 as flow damping (obtained from the measured
phase angles between the lower cylinder pressure and the piston
displacement) versus input flow gain. On these figures are also
shown the theoretical flow damping curves obtained from Ref. (iO),
which is the same as equation V E-(1) and assumes adiabatic behavior
of the nitrogen gas, and the theoretical flow dampin E including the
nitrogen gas dynamics, which is a modification of Ref. (i0) using
the analysis of Ref. (ii). At each bearing load, the theoretical
curves were evaluated for the conditions of: 6 in. capillary seal
length, .007 in. capillary gap, and the average d_namic stiffness
from the tests at each frequency. As indicated b> the curves, the
flow damping calculated from the measured phase angles follows the
theoretical curves. Deviations between the data points and the
theoretical curves shown could be due to the fact that the capillary
gap is less than the .007 in. used for the theoretical curves.
1_o36
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Figures V E-13, E-14 end E-15, which are the only cases shown where
the nitrogen gas dynamics appreciably modify the original theory of
Ref. (I0), indicates that the modified theory may be slightly con-
servative.
The remainder of the 30 flow damping tests on piston-cylinder
No. 4 were done at the high bearing load, high frequency (1.8 x 106
Ib, 1.0 cps) and the lighter bearing loads (0._4 x 106 and 0.i0 x
106 ib) above 0.i cps. These tests, which were all done using a i0
psi Statham pressure transducer for the pressure signal in the phase
measurement, all gave damping values that were lower than expected.
In fact, the phase angles measured appeared to be lower than the
theory in an increasing manner with frequency indicating that the
pressure transducer and/or the hydraulic lines used to connect it
to the cylinder were introducing a phase lag and therefore giving
indicated fl_ damping values that were too low. Figure V E-16
shows the layout of the h_draulic lines, accumulator and pressure
transducer setup which was connected to the piston-cyllnder in the
Head to Head damping tests. In order to determine whether any phase
lag was being introduced by the pressure transducer and/or the hy-
draulic lines, this whole assembly was removed from the Head to Head
setup and separate tests were performed on it. These tests consisted
of measuring pressure signals with two transducers (side by side) in-
stalled in the hydraulic lines as during the Head to Head tests, and
the phase between them recorded at several frequencies. One of the
transducers was then moved to a location near the excitation (which
was provided by a mechanical piston oscillating the flow in the
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lines) and the test was repeated. The difference between the phase
la_ from the two tests is the true phase laEbetween the excitation
(which is simulating the cylinder pressure in the Head to Head tests)
and the pressure transducer. The results of the tests indicated the
following:
(1) The pressure transducer and/or the associated hydraulic
lines used to connect the transducer to the piston-cyllnder
in the Head to Head test did introduce a phase lag.
(2) The phase lag increases with frequency.
(3) The magnitude of the phase lag measured depended upon how
well the hydraulic lines, accumulators, etc. were tied down
(vibrations of the lines affected the phase lag).
(4) The magnitude of the measured phase lag at 1.0 cps was on
the order of 0.7 to 2.0 degrees (high enough to explain
the difference between the measured and theoretical damping
in the Head to Head tests).
Based on the above, it is concluded that the only good data from
the 60 tests performed on piston-cyllnders Nos. 2 and _ are the 13
previousl> mentioned tests on Cylinder No. 4 (Figs. V E-IO through
V E-15) and that these data generally agree well with the theory.
In the cases where the theory predicts an appreciable influence due
i
to the nitrogen gas dynamlcs_ the agreement is not as good as those
cases where the theoretical effect is small. Since this test data
agrees well with theoretical flow damping versus KQ curves shown on
Figs. V E-lO-E-15, then it is also inversely proportional to frequency
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as indicated by equation V E-(1). At higher frequencies (above 1.0
cps) the total damping will therefore be primarily due to the wlscous
damping as indicated in Hcf. (i0).
Having substantiated the theory regarding the flow damping_ the
total system damping can be considered to be the sum of the flow damp-
ing and the viscous damping which, as previously mentioned, can be
evaluated from separate tests on the piston-cylinders.
2. Unit Tests - Vertical and Rotational
The separate tests that were conducted on the piston-cylinders to
determine the viscous damping consisted of two types: vertical oscil-
lation of the piston in the cylinder, and rotation of the piston in
the cylinder. In both cases, the particular piston-cylinder being
tested was removed from the Head to Head test fixture as shown in
Fig. V E-17. A gas spring rate was established at a gas pressure and
input oil flow rate sufficient to support the weight of the piston in
the cylinder. (This operation is identical to that used in the Head
to Head tests except that now the bearing load is merely the piston
weight.) For the vertical osci_ation tests, the piston was oscillated
in the cylinder at the resonance of the piston mass on the gas spring
(approximately 0.8 cps), and the damping was determined from the free
oscillation decay rate of the piston. For the rotational tests_ the
piston was rotated in the cylinder (no vertical motion) and the damping
was determined from the exponential decay rate following release of
the piston. In both types of test the damping should be due to the
viscous shear of the oil flow in the capillary seal and ring bearing
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areas and, dlsr_ga_._ing secondary effects, should be identical.
Figure v E-18 show's_ the results of the vertical oscillation and rota-
tional tests performed on piston-cylinder No. 4, the one which exhibited
the apparent interference problem in the Head to Head damping tests.
For this particular piston-cylinder the separate vertical and rota-
tional tests were done prior to installation in the Head to Head test
fixture. As indicated on Fig. V E-18, the damping obtained from the
vertical oscillation tests is approximately 50% higher than that ob-
tained from the rotational tests. It was noted during these tests
that the accelerometer signal which was recorded and used to determine
the damping exhibited the same "clipped" waveform as was noted on the
upper cylinder pressure signal during the Head to Head damping tests.
After completion of the vertical and rotational damping tests and the
Head to Head damping tests on this piston-cylinder, the piston and
float were removed from the cylinder and inspected. Figure V E-19,
which is a photograph of the float from piston No. 4, shows that the
float was rubbing on the piston, as evidenced by the scratch marks.
Measurements made of the float diameter indicated that it was out of
tolerance by .022 in, enough to interfere with the piston. This
float was subsequently remachined to be within the specified dimen-
sions, and plston-cylinder No. 5 was substituted for No. 4 for the
Saturn y support. Cylinder No. 4 is presently planned to be used as
a spare.
Figure V E-20 shows the vertical and rotational damping obtained
from separate tests on piston-cylinder No. 2. These results also show
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that the damping determined from the vertical tests is si_ificantly
higher than that obtained from the rotational tests. For this piston-
cylinder, vertical and rotational tests were done with and without the
float in the piston. As indicated, the damping curves shown with and
without the float are slightly different but the difference between
them is within the scatter of the data. The float for piston No. 2
was inspected and no indication of float-piston interference was found.
It was therefore concluded that, since the results with and without
the float were essentially the same, the float was not responsible for
the difference between the damping obtained from the vertical and ro-
tational tests.
Figures V E-21 and 22 show the results of the separate damping
tests on piston-cylinders Nos. 3 and 5, and again it is evident that
the damping obtained from the vertical tests is higher than that from
the rotational tests. For piston-cylinder No. 3 several tests were
done in an effort to determine the effect of temperature and piston
pressure on the damping. According to the theory the viscous damping
should be proportional to the oil viscosity, whose temperature dependence
is shown on Fig. V A-7. For the vertical damping curves of FiE. V E-21
at 124°F and llOOF the average ratio of the damping values is 0.75.
From FiE. V A-7, the viscosity ratio at 124°F and llOOF is 0.65 indi-
cating that the vertical damplng does not decrease as much as the vis-
cosity ratio would indicate. Similarly, for the rotational damping
on piston-cylinder No. 3 the average damping ratio at 1230F and llO°F
is 0.83 while the viscosity ratio indicates that it should be 0.68.
To determine the effect of piston pressure on the vertical and rota-
tional damping, tests were done with two piston pressures. In the
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first casep the nitrogen gas pressure was 17 psig, just enough to support
the weight of the piston and provide 0.8 cps gas spring at the maximum gas
volume. In the second case the piston was pressurized to 2_00 psig above
the float with low volume, 17 psig gas spring below the flo_t. The 2_00
psig piston pressure and 17 pslg cylinder pressure should have made the
capillary seal gap smaller than in the tests where th_ piston and cylinder
pressures were !7 pslg. With a smaller capillary gap the damping would
have been hlgher s howeverl inspection of Fig. V E-21 shows that for the
vertical tests the damping decreased approximately 12 ib-sec/in, between
the 17 psig piston pressure test and the 2400 psig piston pressure test
while for the rotational damping tests the damping remained the same for
both piston pressures. Since pure rotation of the piston in the cylinder
does not involve gas volume oscillations, the rotational damping tests are
essentially independent of the gas and would therefore not be expected to
differ between the tests run with the gas above and below the float. In
the vertical oscillation tests the gas dynamics can contribute to the
da_-_ing as indicated in Ref. (ii) depending primarily upon the gas pres-
sure, frequency and the coefficient of the heat transferred from the gas.
Although estimates of the effect using the analysis of Ref. (ii) amount
to only 2.0 ib-sec/in, for the vertical oscillation tests with the gas
above the float, this estimate is proportional to an experimental heat
transfer coefficient obtained from Ref. (115. Figure V E-23 summarizes
some of the test results shown on Figs. V E-18, 20, 21 and 22, and com-
pares the test results with the theoretical viscous damping. As indicated,
the results from the rotational damping tests are in good agreement with
the theory. The vertical damping results are, as previously mentioned,
significantly higher than expected.
!_S6_L
F. MISCELLANE0tB TESTING
1. Ovality Check
During the vertical damping tests on the second set of piston-
cylinders there was intermittent indication of some physical inter-
ference within one of the two piston-cylinder combinations. It was
decided to check for physical interference by performing an ovality
test of piston-cylinder No. 3 (as a separate unit) and to disassemble
No. 4 for inspection.
The No. 3 piston-cylinder was set out on the floor after the Head
to Head tests and a six-inch capillary seal length established with
a 17 psi air spring in the piston. Four dial gages were attached to
the top of the cylinder at 900 to each other such that the dial plunger
rested against the side of the pis ton. The two gap sensors (G1 and 02)
used in the Head to Head test were also installed again at the top right
and bottom left of the cylinder. The cylinder was marked off in 300 in-
crements, then the piston was rotated relative to the cylinder and
stopped at every 300 mark and data recorded from all sensing devices.
The piston was concentric within the drawing tolerance (.002 TIR).
2. Temperature Time Histories
The gaps between the piston and cylinder are influenced by the
relative piston and cylinder temperatures which in turn are a function
of the ambient air temperatures. If the cylinder heaters are left off
and the ambient temperature is less than the normal ope:-atlng oil tem-
perature of about llO°F then the cylinder does not expand as much as
the piston, thus decreasing the gap between the piston and cylinder.
lho36
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Most of the Head to Head tests were conducted with the cylinder
heaters on, thus the cylinder and piston coul_ be kept near the
same temperature.
The temperature difference between the piston and cylinder and
also the elapsed time for temperature stabilization was checked with
the cylinder heaters turned off. This check was made on the morning
of 9-23-65 when the ambient temperature was about 75°.
One temperature sensor was placed on the piston side near the top
and the other was placed on the outside of the cylinder near the upper
ring bearing. After completing a Static Piston Characteristic Test
the cylinder heaters were turned off and about 3 hours lapsed before the
temperature test was run. The two temperatures were monitored every 5
minutes for 3-1/2 hours. Both piston and cylinder started out at 9_°F.
At the end of the 3-1/2 hours the piston waa at i13 ° and the cylinder
was at 106 °. The piston-cylinder temperatures stabilized at about i13 °
(piston) and 107 ° (cylinder). The temperatures read at 5 minute inter-
vals are given on Table V F-l.
F_ 14036
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
6o
Based on the tests performed on the Hydrod_namlc Support in the Head
to Head configuration it is concluded that, in general, the system and com-
ponents function as designed and that the measured performance parameters
are in good agreement with the theory (where comparisons are made) with
few exceptions.
From the Design Assurance Tests several conclusions were drawn.
of these are listed below:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
{5)
(6)
Some
The capillary seal gaps are slightly smaller than anticipated.
The flat and spherical bearing gaps are in good agreement with
the theory at the light bearing loads. At the high bearing loads
the flat bearing gap is O_OO1 to 0.002 in_ less than anticipated
while the spherical bearing gap is higher than the theoretical value.
The flat and spherical bearings operate without contact when flow
toone of the bearing flow control valves is shut off. The bearing
gaps and pressures return immediately to their normal values when
the flow is resumed.
There was no evidence of piston-cylinder contact when flowto one
of the ring bearing recesses was shut off. The gaps and pressures
reutrn to essentially the normal values when flow was resumed.
The piston sink rate due to an air spring pressure loss was consid-
erably less than the maximum permitted descent rate due to an error
in sizing the gas discharge orifice.
The Jacking procedure based on not change the cylinder supply flow
or bleed flow controls during the operation is unsatisfactory for
all but the minimum sprang rates and the higher loads.
ER 14036
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(7) The float can be refloated without disassembly of the
piston and cylinder but the sight glass was of no use
in the refloating procedure.
(8) The time for the piston to gQ from 3 in. above the park position
to the park position was about 50 seconds which is within the
desired time of 90 seconds and well below the rate for allow-
able impact loads.
(9) The ring bearing gaps change approximately O.001 inches when
the flat and spherical bearing assembly is displaced 4 inches
off center.
Data from the vibration surveys conducted in both the lateral and
vertical directions at the i_8 x lO6 lb bearing load indicate that there
are no resonances in the vertical direction in the frequency range 5-20
cps. In the lateral direction no resonances were detected on either the
piston or cylinder but two apparent resonant peaks were found on the flat
bearing and one on the spherical bearing. These apparent resor_nces vhich
were found at ll and 17 cps, may be attributed to the stem centering block
and/or the shaker support stand.
Tests conducted on the cylinder supply panel to determine the flow
variation with cylinder pressure through the flow control valves, capil-
lary restrictor valve and hydraulic lines indicate that the supply panel
can produce the range of _'s theoretically required for the vehicle-
suspension system stability. Results of the tests also indicate that
the system KQ is flat within .002 to .005 gpm/psi with frequency varia-
tions but is not the same for all cylinder supply pressures.
==. 14n3 _
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Results of the Static Piston Characteristics tests which were per-
formed to determine the static stiffness of the Hydrodynamic Support,
indicate that the stiffness is linear with piston deflection, at least
up to the +i.0 in. deflections tested and that the static stiffness Is
independent of the gas spring rate. Due to temperature variations during
the tests and also due to mean temperature differences among the tests,
no comparisons were made of the static stiffness determined with theo-
retical values. However, the static stiffness was shown to decrease
with increasing EQ with values that indicate good agreement with the
theory can be made if the data Is normalized to a uniform temperature.
Damping tests, made to determine the lateral damping due to the
viscous forces between the flat bearing and piston surface indicate that
the lateral damping is slightly higher than the maximum specified values.
Differences between the measured values and the maximum specified values
are attributed to the sprlngs used to center:the stem in theHead to
Head tests.
t
In the vertical damping tests conducted in the H_ad to Head config-
uration many problems were encountered that prevented the tests from
being conducted as originally anticipated. The method of determining
the total vertical damping that was finally decided upon was to measure
the low frequency flow damping by measuring the phase angle between
the lower c>llnder pressure and the piston displacement and to measure
the higher frequency viscous damping in separate tests on the piston-
cylinders out of the Head to Head configuration. The total damping
would then be the sum of the flow damping and the viscous damping.
l_036
l! Results of the flow damping test indicate excellent agreement with the
theory for the low frequency, high bearing load tests. At the lighter bear-
ing loads and higher frequencies the flow damping, and consequently the
phase angle representing it, theoretically became small. The small phase
angle measured under these conditions did not agree well with the theory
but the difference was attributed to a phase lag introduced by the phase
measuring instrumentation. Separate tests on the phase measuring circuit
showed that the lag introduced was sufficient to account for the differ-
ence between the theoretical flow damping and the measured values at
the light bearing loads and higher frequencies. It was therefore con-
cluded that the actual flow damping of the Hydrodynamic Support agrees
with the theory and is therefore linear with KQ and decreases quadratic-
ally with increasing frequency and can be adjusted with KQ to give posi-
tive or negative flow damping.
The piston-cylinder viscous damping; which, together with the flow
damping determine the total support damping, was determined from sepa-
rate tests on the supports. Results of these tests indicate that'the
high frequency damping (where the flow damping is negligible) is sig-
nificantly higher than the theoretical damping and is, in fact, higher
than the maximum specified values. Measured values of the viscous
damping determined from the free oscillation decay rate of the piston
in the c_linder were on the order of 30 lb-sec/in, in comparison to
to 15 lb-sec/in, theoretical. No explanation for this was found and,
in fact, several tests conducted to determine the relationship between
the measured damping and piston pressure and also oil temperature
either yielded results contradictory to expectations or did not change
the damping as much as anticipated.
ER 14036
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Following the separate damping tests, checks were made on the
ovality of the piston relative to the cylinder to determine if there
could be either interference between the piston and cylinder at the
low piston pressure used in the damping tests. Results of the ovality
tests indicated that the piston and cylinder were concentric within
tolerance.
ER 14036
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VIII. TABLES
ER Z4036
Test Set
0o NO.
J
196S
I Test
Date
3 1
t 1
S 1
Sl 1
53 1
55 1
2
124
26
27
13
14
115
16
36
37
Description
A) DESIGN ASSURANCE
t
i 1 & 2 Gaps
8-4 Piston cylinder gap test (3.1) °
Adjust flow control valves (3.2)
8-5 .......
' ti8-7 ,
[8-15! Static flow characteristics
i ! (5.2.1)
8_14 _
8-12 Static flow & piston character-
isti_s
Static flow characteristics
8-12 Static flow & piston character-
' : istics
2 9-8 Piston cylinder gap test (3.1)
! Adjust flow control valves (3.2)
2 i9-8
2 ; 9-8 : ,,
2 ! 9'25! Static flow characteristics(5±2._ !
2 _ 9-25
2 9-25 Static flow characteristics
9-_-5_ Static flow characteristics .....
[ 2 9-25
8-8
8-8
8-9
8-9
2 ' 9-25
2:9-14
Static flow & piston character-
istics
3. BEARING REDUND._NCY& SEPARATI05
Bearing SeRaration (3.4)
Hearing Redu-ndan-cy (3.3
Bear_n_ Redundancy___. 3
Bearing Redundancy {3.3)
4. AIR SPRING LOSS
Air spring loss (3.5)
5. FLOATING PROCEDURE
Floating procedure (3.5.2)
i _ 6. OPERATING RANGE TEST
64 1 8-27 _ 0peratinK_ran_e - test _3.6_
65 1 ' 8-27 ;
67
68
69
Beari nl
Load x-106
0.1
0.44
1.o
1.8
0.1
0.44
1.8
0.1
0.44
1.8
0.1
0.44
1.8
0.1 Min
0.44 Min
0.1 Min
_ 0,44 ..... L _Min
1.8 i
1.8_ .....
1,8
1.8
1.8 Min
1.8 Min
0
0.1
0.1
StN4AR¥ OF HEAD Tq
TABL_ IV A
Lower
Pistoa
Spring
Rate Fore
Min
Min
Min
Min
None Forced disp b'
1
Min
Min
Min
_Forced di.s p. ]
.M i.n__
1_in
Min
Simulated_wei_
Sinmlated,wei t
_Ui:!Simulat.d. wei_.... ....
___aX ...... Simo._late d weir]
....... Min ...... Si_u!_d_wei_
Max Simulated wei I
Max Simulated wei_
I ; 8-14 i ................ 0.44
I _ 8-11i 1.8
1 i 8-10[ ---I-;'8 .......... -_[;-n'--- -?,_.,,,,,_,+o_ .,,°.;_
2 9-17 Operating r_f__t_3.6J 1.8 --ilin -- Simulated weig_2 9-23 _-n -_.------._--_--::_--.- .............................................
, , _pe ..... _ • .nge .est O. I L_Min Si.__u.i_j____w_ei_
• Numbers in parentheses indicate paragraph in Hend to Head Test Specification, A_pen(
67
Input
upper piston
r upper pi s ton
Cap i 1"1ary
Sea! Length
Upper Lower
6 6
6 6
6 6
6 6
8 4
In
N,A.
N.A.
.046(_U)
N.A.
N.A.
Lt
General Information
Stem went hard over and applied-eccentric load
Repeat is SBA (8-1_)
r............... - .....
J
8 4
8 4
4 8
4 8
4 8
6 6
6 6
8 4
8. 4
4 S
.....4 ........... 8 ........
4 8
6 6
6 6
6__ 6
6 6
6 6
.015
.01S
N.A.
AI_ t _ e
Flow cut to lower flat __sph_i_ bearing.
One flat aud s_pherical flow valve closed.
One up_per ring flow control valve closed.
One lower ring flow control valve closed.
/
Bleed N2 from lower piston
1965
Test Set Test
No. No. i Date
I
70 I 8-101 1 -27
29 2 9-17
33 2 9-23
5
1
63
62
12
7
8
9.5.1i
'9.5.2
11
102
100
101
104
39
40
41
_41.5
_4_---
:46
47
SU_4ARY OF HEAD
TABLE IV
1 8-7
1 8-1
1 8-30
1 8-31
o
Description
7. SINK P_TE TEST
Sink rate test (3.7)
Sink rate test (3.7)
Sink rate test
8. ECC_'NTRIC L0._DING TEST
Adjust flov control valves (3.2)
9. EFFECTIVE HOVING MASS
Determine moving mass (8.9)
B. VIBRATION _u'RVEYS
1. L%TERAL
Lateral resonance survey (4.0)
2. VERTXC_
Vertical resonance survey (4.0)
C. CYLINDER suPPLY PANEL
1. BREADBOARD TESTS
- 2. SYSTm _q TEST
Determine KQ values
I ,
8-9
1 18-98-9
1. i 8-9
1 8-10
1 [8-9
1 8-9
1 8-9
1 1 8-19
I I 8-18
1 I 8-18
1 i 8-21
I ! 8-12
1 i 8-12
1 _ 8-12
1 i 8-17
1 _ 8-14
1 i 8-141 8,14
Additional K_ £ests
5. SYSTEM CO_ON_NT TESTS
Calibration of CV-1 in system
Lower
Piston
Bearing a Spring
Load • 10- Rate
1.8
0.1
1.8
0.1
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1,8
0.44
0.44
0.9
0.9
0.1
0.I
1.8 simu-
lated
1.8
Simulated
Calibration of FCV-1 in system 1.8
Simulated
Check on calibration of CV-2 lo8
D. STATIC PISTON CH._rtACTEItlSI'ICS
Static piston characteristics
(5.2.1)
Static piston characteristics
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
0.44
0.44
0.44
I
i
I
l
Min Simulated _Vei_
Min Simulated wei_
Min " Simulated" wei_
Min .... Simulated wei_
Min
lfin C-5 constant f,
..... s to 2o cps
Min C-5 Constant f_
.5 to 20 c.gs -
N.A. Piston disconn,
oil supply and
loads simulate,
pressure I
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Piston disconn,
Piston disconne
Piston disconne
Min
Yin Forced disp. b)
Min ........
None Forced disp. b___
NoneNone _
None
N.eAe
i,
NeA,
N.A
_0 tIF.ADTEST
_ Input
r
t
t
rce
rce
,cted from
bearing
by line
_cted
cted
cted
upper piston
u_p.per__piston
Capillary K
Seal Length S_t
Upper Lower In
6 6
6 6
NeA.
NeAe
6 6
6 6
6 6 N.A.
6 6 N.A.
6 6 N.A.
N.A. N.A. CV-I=550
N.A. N.A. 440
N.A. N.A. 440
N.A. N.A. 440
N.A. N.A 350
. ._'.A. _.A-
N.A. N.A.
6 6
550
440
.008
General Information
Repeat 59A (8-15) & 59B (8-20) _V/0 Airspring
----6 .......... 6 ......... '0i6 ........ Repeat-40A (8-i3) & 40B- (8-19)-1f/0 Airspring
6 6 .052 Repeat 41A (8-16) W/0 airspring
6 6 0
8 ....... .-0os Repeat is 45A
6 6 .052
Measure flow and line pressure drop for FCV-I
settings @ 2400 psi
CV-2 settings of 5.5 and 5.5
Measure flow with variations of CY-1 settings
2400 psi
Components were subsequently weighed.
Done in laboratory
Checked at 0.5 & 1.0 cps; 6A is repe_t test
Checked at 0.5 & 1.0 c s; 7A is repeat'test_8-14)
Checked at 0.5 & I.O0 c_ps_;_SA is repeat test[8-l-5
Checked at 0.5 & 1.0 cps; 9A is repeat test(8-15
Checked at 0.5 & 1.0 cps;
i
0,1,2,5,4,5,6, & 7 CV-I settings at b-_bS_-0_. _---
& 1.0 cps
From operate to park
Stem went hard over & applied eccentric load.
From operate to park position
From.operate to park position
From operate to park
1965
_est Set Test
;o. No. Date
!56 1 8-12
57A 1 8-13
18 2 9-2_
19 2 9-24
20 2 9-25
21 2 9-25
24 2 9-24
27 2 9-25
60 1 8-10
108 1 8-27
38 2 9-26
39 2 9-26
22 1 8-25
24 1 8-25
25 1 8-25
26 1 8-25
27 1 8-24
28 1 8-24
50
_A
32
33
34
35
56
57
38
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8-24
8-24
8-23
8-23
8-24
8-24
8-26
8-26
8-26 I
t
6.0
6.1
Description
Do STATIC PISTON CHXP_tCTERISTICS
Static flow & piston character-
istics
Static flow & piston charac.
Static piston char_ferKstic8
Static piston characteristics
Static piston charac. 5.2.1_
Static piston charac. 5.2.1)
Static piston char at. (5;2.1)_ ............
Static flow & piston charac.
Bearing g
Load x 10-
1.8
1.8
l_ff
1.8
1.8
o;44
0.44
1.8 -_
Static flow & piston charac. 1.8
E. DAMPING
1. HEAD TO HEAD
a. L_TI_L
Lateral Damping (5.1)
Lateral damping
Lateral damping (5'.I)
Lateral damping (5.1)
b. VERTICAL
Vertical damping (5.2.2)
I
2 I 9_19 T Vertical da_ ing (5.2.2)
2 ;9-19 _
0.44
0.44
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
Lower
_iston
_prlng
Rate
N6_e
Min
Min
Min
StL_M_Y OF HE.an
TABLE IV !
Force I
Forced disp. bl
Forced" disp. b
Forced disp. b;
_in Forced di_p- b;
- [- ......... Forced dispo b
Forced disp. b
Min
Min
tiin
llin
Min
Min
Min
Min
Min
___n____
1.8 Min
0.44
0.44
0.44
Min
Min
Min
Stem excited m
Stem excited m
Stem excited b
Stem excited b
Servo-valve us
_upper piston a
0.5 cps
0.5 cps
1.5_Cps
0.05 cps
O. 1 cps
0.2 cps _
O. 5 cps
0.05 c p_
O. 1 cps
0.5 cps
0.44 ...... Min ...... .....Or8 cps
0.1 Min 0.05 cps
0.1 tIin 0.1 c_s
0.1 _fin 0.5 cps
1.8 Min 0.05 Cp_"
6,2
6.5
7.0
_.2 I
7.3 ,
2 9-19 1
2
2 i 9-aO9-20
2 ;, 9-1C i
2 9-17
2 9-19
, 2 9-20
2 9-20 i
2 I 9-20i
2 19-21 ;
2 9-21
2 !9;20 i
1,8
1.8
1.8
1.8
8.0 i
8.11
8.2 ]
8;5 :
9.0 I
9.1 !
_9.2 !
9._ i 2 i9-20 i
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
.... r1"8 .........
1"8
1"8
0"1
.2 ....
1,0
1,0
0.2
_iin
M in
IHn
Min
Hin
)_in
_in
Min
Min
._.__kin..............
Min
_Iin
_in
_Min
Min I
0.I
0.05
0.05
0.1
1.0
1.8 0.2
2 _ 9-20 0. !1.8
; i.8 0.05
|'.+
HF_D TEST
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upper pfs-t-on
upper piston
u_p__er_L_t0n ....
upper piston
upper piston
.upper piston
• ua_l ly_ ..........
_ual!_ cps i
........ 3-_--i
_uick release
Caniilarv
Seal Length
Upper Lowex General Information
8
4
6
6
6
6
8
4
8
4--
6
6
6
6
4
4 8
__+°__ .............
6
•015
_,_5 ....
.010
• 020
.010
.020
.025
Repeat is 56A (8-15)
Firs--g_-_e-g_ was b-a_7_
lSA(9-25)
.015
N.A.
N.A°
One cps lateral springs installed•
VaCCine-b%arena-_oad8-(_ i_ l- o • _oe)
5 cps lateral springs installed•
6
6
+ 6
i°6
I 6
6
I 6
6
6
6
6
6
J 6
d to oscillate
6
I!
t e
i, 6
6
i 6
io
I 6
I ....6 _
t 6
t 6
All flow
thru FCV __upper cylinder
.008
6
6 .016
6 .025
6 .025
6 .025
6 .025
6 .025
6 .oi8
0 r+-- "--0 18 +
6 .018
0 ;018
6 .018
6 .018
6 .018
....6_.......o3o ..++
6 .o+o
6 .o+o
6 ,050
0 ,_
6 0
6 0
6 0 ,_
.o_o
6 .o2o j
6 .020
6 .020
6 .O05
6 .005
6 .005
6 .005
Phase between lower cylinder displacement and
pressure (_1)
.,
,/
_easured
Phase between upper cylinder pressure and
'l&_2 lower piston displacement is _I
'.2 Phase between lower cylinder pressure and
2 lower piston displacement is _2
_2
:l& _._ 9-_o)
i1& _(9-20) I
_2
12
P2
3U4V,_Y OF _ TO
TAN_ IV A_
190_
Set _st
Me. Date
I0.0 2 9-2_
I ll.l _ g-IS
11 o2 2 9-16[
]-_.o 2 9.-22
r>. 1 2 _-21
l}es©riptien
_Y_r ti e al_ daTping_ (S.. 2.2)
-: :....I ..........
Bearing @
Load x I0
0,44
-......,_ 44_--
0.44
• 0.44
Lower
Pistol
Spring
Rate FOFCl
_ __Serve 0.05
0.2
O,S__
1.0
0,44
0.44
Q.44
0.44
.... o.44
_._-_{,i___Ii_-i.o.44_
.........-_0,44_ _
_ Mia__
_i. _..
Mil
Mil
Min
}/in ..
Min
_i_a .....
._M_n.....
1:0
0.5
0.2
__O.O5
0.05
..........o 2__-
0.5L_,_- --_--I-_-_-
__12.3 2 I9_@.2
L_.______L__,.._.............L_ ........_" _ __
:_.____.__.__.......
13.3 2 9-2_
14 2 g.-P.3
Is _ ! _-_3 "
l_ _I _ _v o.1
I 2. UNIT TESI_
I a. VERTICAL ._._) RO_ATIObIAL
105 1 8-22 Vertical damping
106 1 . 8-24 Verti©al da_pin_
_n'r I i _-'_ V_rtic_-I d.._p_i___ ; n_l
1 t 9-2 Vertical damping Unit No. 2
1 I 9-2 Rotational damping Unit No. 2
2 , 8-27 Vert. & Rotational Damping Unit #4
2 10-1 Vert. & Rotational Damping Unit #3
2 10-1 Vert. & Eotatienal Damping Unit #3
[
2 9--30 Vert. & Rotational D_npin_ Unit #3,
_ 10-1 Vert. & _otatienal Damping Unit #3
2 10-5 Vert. &2_ otational Da_in_ Unit _
• 2 10-6 Rotational Damping Unit #5
' F. MISCEIA-_._OUS TESTING
103 ', 1 8-19 Check of PgA a PJ_A__or consistency 1.8
-I0-9 --_ I 8-28 Flat bearin__inyesti_ation
i 2 9-23 Press. check in cavity between I 1.8
] _up2er and lower ring bearings t2I 9-23 Temp._time-hi--stories on piston I 1.8
I I _ and cylinder, i
0.44
0.44
0,44
.44 .
0,44
0.|
o.l
0.I
0.44
Min __ 1.0
Min ............. 1.0
__in 0.5
_Min ............O. 2
Min O. 05
Min 0,05
}/in ............0._1___
__.in....................0.5
Min
39 psi
Min
11-i
17 psi
1.0
Foot dmpin
se_,o at--O.
Bounce by h
17 psi
17 psi
....17__.___.
Min
Min ....
Min
Hand excita
Vert' quick
rotation by
Hand ezcita
____!.s_1.___e -
I
¢_0 TEST
7Q..
Input
......... 6 6 .03( _2
6 s .o3(
6 6 :0_o
Capillary Ko
Seal Length Set _,
Upper Lower In \_ General Information
Measured _
_6 6 ,03____2 Ph_e between upper cylinder presscre &
.... 6 6 .03C_2 l_er piston displacement is _1
6 6 t03(:__Jil Phas'p between lower cylinder pressure &
6 -.03Ci _ lo_er piston displacement is _26 6 ' O i I1 \.... 6_ 6 . o_l_J r
s s o .Ix
e 6 .o2( _J2
6 6 .02(
6 6 .02( 112
6 s _Ob_,' P;
6 ...... 6 ++.oo,' _2
6 6 .00!
$cps " 0
cnA .02!
and excitation
_and
Lion
release
Head to head tests with no upper piston
, pressure
Same as test 34 except all flow' thru FCV-I
_._ .. _ RR oTeont Kn suddenly increased
(Side tests on Unit _ w_th & without float
at 4jSj6,7,8 i_nc_h capillary seal lengths)
At 4,5,6,7, & 8 inch capillary se--_-Y_t-h-s_
-At 2,4 & 6 in seal lengths; high temp;2400 psi
hand locked up inside piston;17 psi pressure below
___ piston.
| ..... ve+rt:at 2,4 & 6; rotational at 4,5,6 & 8 inch
| seal lengths; 2400 psi piston pressure; 17 psi
[ below piston.
---- _----_ ............. _ .... I ..... At. 4-__+6 '& " 8 inch se;1- -1-e_ths; ....... _-----
I l I
SH_4ARY OF ALL MEAS_ AND
TABLE IV A-2
INST
NO. LOCAETION
PI
P2
P3
P5
L. ASSY-, L. R. BFARING3 L.
FR(_T
L. ASSY., L. R. BFARINS, R. SIDE
L. ABSY., L. R. BEARING, L. REAR
L. ASSY., U. R. B&ERING, R.
FRONT
L. ASSY., U- R. B_ERING, R. REAR
P6 L. ASSY., U. R. BFARI_, L. SIDE
P? U. ASSY., U- R. BFARING, R. SIDE
P8 U. ASSY., U. R. BEARII_G, L. REAR
P9 L. ASSY., FRONT CYLIhq)I_
PgA L. ASSY., FRONT .SYLI_R
P9D L. ASSY., FROHT CYLI_D_R
PgG L, ASSY., REAR CYLI_3_R
PIO U. ASSY., FRONT CYLIi"[D_
PIOA
PlOD
U. ASSY., FRONT CYLI_])_
U. ASSY., FRONT o_YLII_
PII L. ASSY., FIAT Bv-_LR]_:G_R . R_ER
PI2 L. ASSY., SPH. B_RIN], R. SIDE
PI3G
PI$,_
U. ASSY., U. R. B_--ARING, L.
FRONT
U. ASSY., L. R. RZA,RING, R.
PISTON-
BFARIN3
GAP
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
X X
X
X
X
DFESIGN ASSUEAI_C_ T/_5'!'_
BEARING
R EDUL3_,NCY
& S_RATION
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
AIR
SFRIN3
X
X
X
X
X
0P_RATING
LOSS RANGE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X X
X
X
...... 11./ ........
PATE
,
X
i_%_[ENTATIONLOCATIONS 71
|
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CYLIND_
VIBRATION SURVEYS SUPPLY PAN_
LATLRAL V_TICAL KQ
X X X
X
_SA_INS
STATIC PISTON I_EAD TO _ UNIT
CI/_RT
V_T
SET i SET 2 IAT SET I_ SET 2
|
X
X X X X
X X
X
X X
X X X X
X X X
X X
X X X
'X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
k
X
X
X
X
X
X
_T-ROTAT
X
X
Ii_T
NO. LO"_ATION
P153 U. ASSY., L. R. E_%EIN'3, R. REAR
P163 U. ASSY., L. R. B_IN'G, L. SIDE
L. ASSY., F!ATB_R!NC, R.r,
Fi3_ L. ASSY., SUI2FLY :-_OW_ R_2_.R
FLID L. ASSY •, SL_PLY FLG_
FL2 U. ASSY., SUPPLY FLOW, nF2_R
PlO VEC PHASE :_UR_._.7_
P9 VEC PP3%SE b-_b.'RE?_._T
D1 VEC pP._BE "_Y_A_L_..!E_
._.aLCULa.TE._ (PHASE AI,_3.L,_.)
LOG DECR_ _T
D1 L. ASSY. V_RTYCAL
_IST_-
_AP
X
X
X X
"" X
X X
SL_@4ARY OF ALL MEAS_-f$ A_
TABL_ ]
DESI3[[
BEARING
& S._yAPATICi_
X
X
X
X
X
X
D2 !ATOLL X X
TI I..ASSY. SUPPLY X X X
Tp U. ASSY., SUPPLY X X X
R_N X X X
L. ASSY-, U. R. B_-_RI!_3,R.
SIDE
iT3
!T4 !. ASSY. EITRCG_ X X
SIDE
G2 X
X
X
X
X
ASSI_i._CE T_TS
AIE
LOSS FANGE
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
_ri_ X
X
X
INSTRtME/_TATIOR LOCATIONS
A-2
X
X
X
X X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
V Fi=_T!CN SURV_ES
LAT_-RAL
X
X
X
X
L_'LII_ STATIC P!STOi_
SUP.PLY YAI_ CTDkRT
?,_ S_-T_! 3LT 2
X
X
XX
X
X X X X
X X X
X X X X
X X X
X
X
X X X
X X
v X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
IAT
X
X
X
X
X
72
DA__I!_3
'_T_rn
SET I ISET 2
X
X
X
X X
X X
V_T-ROTAT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
,o,
X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
SUMMARYOF ALL _AS_ AI
TABLE 1"I
NO. LG_ATICN
L. ASSY., HAT _U_A_IF_-_.,-, _Oh_f
l A3SY., FL__ BLkq]Z[3, L. 31DE
3- L- ASSY., SPH. _£ARIiTG, R. SIDE
G6 L. I_Y., SPII. B_qllSg_ R:q&R
FO I L. ASSY., L. SIDE
!. ASSY., R. SIDE
FO3 L. AS_"Y., FROI'_
L. !_3SY., RF_
A!V L. _Y., C/7__I!_}_
At_L L. AS._Y., _fLIT.D'_--'q
A2V L. AS3"f., PISl_N
A_2L L. AS.BY., PI_-_TON
A3V L. A3SY., __qAT n__FARDT3
A3L L. AS3Y., FIAT DFARII'.'_
AgV L. AS._L., _H. B_%_D:3
ASL
A6V U. ASSY., FLAT BK_NIW_G
Aq,; U- )_3_., PISTON
ASV U • ASS%'., _ED_--'q
!PiST_lf-
CYL
X
X
X
X
D_U_IJK ASSL_-CE TSST3
X
X
X
X
l x% J.. _
$_oRI_;II
LCS3
C.-_-c,-> A rT_TT,T"
P&!_JZ
X
X
X
X
_DINSTRUMENTATION LOCATION8
r A-2
?3
!
SII_{
IqATZ
X
X
X
VI_YtATIOIT SKtRVL_S
ZCC_/_IC _
LCI&DII?C iAT_qAL V._T!?AL
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CYLIi_'R.
SUP_ LY PA]C_% I S__&T!C PISTCI_CIY_T
X
D/C"_iITG
H_'_ TO }DIED Ul_i_f
VZIRT
'La.T SET ! g_'_ 2 'V_T-ROTAT
X X "
X X
X X
X X
X
Ili
S_Q_RY OF ALL MEAS_
:o
ABBREVT i_.TO.W$:
P - Pressure transducer
FL - Flow meter
• T - Thermocouple (temperature)
G - Gap (distance detector)
D - Displacement
FO - Force
- Damping (lo E decreient)
- Dampin E (phase anEle)
AV - Accelerometer - vertical
EL - Acceleroaeter - lateral
I
O
I:I_IERTS" AND INSTRUREI_ATION IDCATIOI_
-y-
'-_LE IV A-2
OPpE_ A ssEMs__y
v ..... - _
.r3_ "
_ ___(_._ _ ....-_
LP. B_ U.R. _Se.@. P, sro,v
LowE,_ AssEM_z..Y
/
,i
F-
c_
I T _i
i o, ¸
"_:,
0_
I..-
EN6o III_Po lifO.
<_C _ _1_
PAG(
I i I
iJi
75
I ' I' ! |°
- - _"' 8 8
I I I ! I" !
iI lU-luiI_-I I@I_I I Iml__,l I I I I |
o._\ ._1 /..-
p_ 76
I
I
ii
!
i |
i
I
iI
Real
TL, oe
0105
0120
0133
0143
0148
0155
0200
0205
0210
0215
0220
0225
0230
0235
024O
0245
025O
0255
0300
0305
0210
U_ZU
0330
0340
0355
0410
0425
0440
0500
_'A_ LK _Z:F- I
Time Histories of _4 Cyllnder
and Piston Temperatures During Tes¢ 18
TABLE V F-1
t Cylinder Plston
(Hin.) Temperature Te=pera_ure
0 92.1 92.7
0 92.2 92.2
l_in Pumps on l{yd. 92.0 91.6
Press. - 1000 psi
10 91.4 91.8
15 91.4 92.8
22 92.2 93.7
27 92.1 94.9
32 92.4 94.1
37 92.7 94.7
42 92.8 96.8
47 93.1 96,8
52 94.1 97.1
57 93.8 97.9
62 9A.0 99.1
67 93.8 99.4
72 94.9 101.8
l_d. Press.-30C0 psi
77 95.6 103.1
82 97.0 104.2
87 97.1 105.4
92 98.8 106.2
97 98.8 107.2
,_- Oq. 7 108.1
117 101.6 109.9
127 102.9 110.1
142 103.8 111.8
157 104.9 112.8
172 105.2 112.7
187 105.8 113.1
247 106.4 113.3
77
° F_
78
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oil in
Figuz'e _I-4- 5che._-.a_ic of hydraulic sup'port unit
provi_.ing six degrees of freedon'._
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X. APPENDIX A
HEAD TO HEAD TEST SPECIFICATION
ER 14036
LAST CHANGEINCORPORATED ,_k
SEEPAGE 2.0 FOR REVISK_
corn
EFFECTIVE
ON
CALC
WT
DeAWNBy OEPT. DATE
w. ,lsser 2_7o _/',J./_
RELI ABILITY
NGR
REP.
REP.
DASH
NUMBER
NEXT ASSY USED ON
I.. II
F I NAL .... |
ASSY ,it':i" I
APPLICATION QTY REQO
THE AEROSPACE DIVISION OF MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT° _O
CODE I DENT NO.
38597
1 REVISIONS
,._Yl_i PAGE DESCRIPTION
A 6.0
11.0
In paragraph 3.1.1, added capillary seal lengths.
In paragraph 5.2.1, revised load and spring rate
requirements.
DATE APPROVED
COD Ir IDENT NO. SlZI[
A 2.0SCAt.I[ PAGIL
E-345 11/631
+,
+
PAGE
1.0
2.0
3.0
k.O
5.0
6.0
E.SS4 ¢7-1T)
CHG.
A
A
A
&
I
INDEX
PAGE I
T.O
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
CHG. _ PAGIr I CHG.
&
13.O
1_.0 +
13.0
CODE IDENT N0. SIZE
38591 _ ee_.oo_
SCALE SHEET PkGE
:}.0
P,era.. No.
1.0
2,0
3.0
3.1
3.2
3-3
3._
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.6
3-9
:_.0
5.2
6.0
le
2.
3.
OF CONTEN'_
T_kt,._
TEST O_
DESIGN A_3URA_ _T5
Piston-Cylinder Gap Test
_Just=_ut or' /__ov Control Valves
_arlng Redundancy Teat
_arin_ Separation
_r Spring Pressure Loam Test
O_rati_ Range Teat
Piston Asso_17 Sink Rate Test
Ecceutrlc Loadin6 Tests
Effective }_vin6 Mass
VIBRATION SUEVET
DAMPI_
Lateral Da=ping
Vertical Dampin5 and Stlt_ness
I/_U_ATION ACCURACY
PHOTOGRAPHICDOC_ION
TEST PROCEDURE _
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Lateral Excitation Conditions aud V._asure _-ut=
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_.O
6.0
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6.O
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1.0
To dete_ne the ab/JAt¥ of the system a_ co_3oneats to fUnetlaa
as _es_.
1.2
1.3
1.4
Deter_tne the piston-cylinder captllarx seal sap experieental_
by _asurl_ the oil flow at various pressures.
_A_ust alX _ contro_ w_ves at o_eratin& conditlons.
Demonstrato bear£ng redun_eacT. (pet. Pare. XX-L)e.
Demonstrate that the hearl_ am'faces can be separated after
bear£nS coutacrt,
Demonstrate the sink rate after loss of _ressu_e to the at: aln'lne.
Demonstrate that the piston can t_ raiseA from the park position
three inches to the oFf-rate position. (F_f. Para. XX-C)e.
I.T
1.8
1.9
Demonetrate the sink rate of the pieton assem_O" vheu flov is
lnte_:uptoA to the cap£11arl sea]..
Deter-nine the mAsallsu_nt of the horizontal h_drostatio bearin8
surfaces due to eccentr£o loading. (Pet. Pare. XX_)e.
Deter_Lne the total effective movtug enss of the suI_rt sTsto_
(Pet. Pars. XX_)**
1.10 l_ne if an)" components have natural frequencies belov 20 e_.
(_t. Pare. TT.K)**
Doternine the alr sprinS rate. (Rat. Pare. XX-D)e.
M_-asurethe viscous dam,.in8cha_actorlstics of +____h_.vdroststie
boarAng system. (P_. XX-O)%
Pare_aph lh_ub_r - Exhibit A, Scolx_ of Work, Coutraet _ 8.11903
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Assemble tvo h:_lroayna_tc supl_rts (_,100_10, 8_100_O5-00_e
-01l-O]_ and asse_ltng bolts), into the head-to-head test sta_
as shown on Dvg. Z;o. 88A_100_02.
Connect the hydraulic sn_ pneumatic system to the test ste-a
asse_ly as shown on I_, 1_O. _._100_0_ Sheet _.
Connect the electrical control system to the test stand assembll
as shown on Dvg. l_o, 80A_I00903.
The supply lines feeding the boorin_s and the capillary seal shall
be sized to approxt___te the longest test site line runs on the
bottom piston asse_l_ and the shortest test site line runs on
the top piston assaUlT.
The test site pu_ing system rill be used to supply oil to the
piston assembly installed in the head-to-head test stan_.
DESIGN ASS_,.EE TESTS, .
F_asure_nts to be recorded in Section 3.0 are listed in Table 3
and the _osure._-nt positions a_e shown in F_. l.
piston - Cyltr_er c_p Test. -
To determine the piston - cylinder 8_p across the capilln_ seal
the flow and pressure rill be _sured and co_pared to the flow
and pressure at th_-calc_t_J 6_p. _nla tC,_ w_ll be run at
bo_rln_ lends of o19 x lO°pounds_ ._ x i0_ pounds_ 1.0 x I0u
pounds end 1.8 x 10_ pounds and an air spring rate at the _:nx2mum.
The capillary seal length will be set to 4, 6 and 8 inches.
AdJust_nt of FI_ .Control Valves. -
To adjust the rin_ bearing £1ov control valves all valves will be
set to their calculated operating values and the bearing pressures
and 8_ps will be ._._surcdand r_corded. Ad_u_tm_-utto th_ v_lv,_a
will b_ n_d_ until th_ piston Is centered in _he cylinder. Th£_
test will b_ run.at bca_in_ loads of ._0 x I0 pounds_ ._ x i0
pounds_ l.O x i0_ pounds_ and I.8 x i00 pounds and an air spring
rats set at the _xi_um.
All sph_riesl and fl_t buarin_s will be cdJusted to their calculated
op_ratlng values _u_ b_riu_ p_cssures and _apa _:_su_cd _nd re-
co_dcdo Ad_uut_nts to _h_ v_ivos will be _de if the spherlcsl
and flat bc_rtn_ ,re uot_par_llel. This _est will be run a}
bc_riu_ lo_ds of .lO.x 10 u pounds_ ._ x 10 o _ounds. 1.0 x 10 u
pouuds_ and 1.8 x 10 Pounds and an air opting rate set at the
_ximum.
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To demonstrate bearing redundancy, one flow control Tal_e _ill be
closed to the spherical bearin_ and bearing pressures and _ps
measured and re_orded. Bearings shall not contact when
flow control valve is closed. This test will be :repeated on the
flat bearing, the upper rin_ bearimgs and the lover r_ bearlngs.
These tests will be run at a bearing load of 1.8 x IO pounds.
Be_rin_ S.,eparat_lon. -
To demonstrate that the bearing surfaces can be separatea after
bearing contactp flow will be throttled to the spheri.cal add flat
bearings until contact is established, then _ull flow/will be. re-
established. Bearing pressures all gaps shoul_ return to normsJL
when the flow does. This test will be run at a bearin_ load of
1.8 x 106 pounds.
Air Spring Pressure Loss Test.-
To demonstrate the sink rate the air sprln E gas pressure will be
bled from the piston through a nitrogen v_nt valve. This test
will be run at a bearin_ load of _.8 x i0° pounds and the air
sprln_ rate will be set at the minimum.
During this test the float in the lower piston assembly will sink,
then the floating procedure will be demonstrated.
OPERATING RANGE TEST.-
To demonstrate the operating range the piston will be moved from
the park to operate position under the following conditions:
Simulated Missile
Weight (lbs.) Lower Piston
_per Support _ Air Spring Rate
.10 x 106 Minimum
.10 x 106 Maximum
.._.lo.x 106 Minimum
.44 x 106 Maximum
1.8 x 106 Minlmum
1.8 x 106 Maximum
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3.8.1
3.9
3.9.1
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p,tsto n _,se_._l 7 Sink Rate Test. -
To demonstrate the sink rate of the piston asse_b3,y the _-ov wJ_L
be interrupted to the capillary seal and the time required for the
piston to drop to the park _ositlon recorded wlt_ slmulate4
missile weights of .lO x 10° pounds and 1.8 x 10 u pounds. The
sprln5 rate rill be set at the minimum value durln_ thls test.
Eccentric Loediu_ Tests. -
To determine the nlsallgn_-nt of the horizontal bearing surfaces
the lens and flat bcartn5 assc_ly vlll be moved from the center
posltlon In four lnere_nts until the center line of the b_ar£n_
asoer._).Z is _ inches _ff centez. The bearing lend during this
test will be 1.8 x 10 pounds. _s_llsnn_nt will be m_asure4
opttcall_o
Effcctiw _oyinx Mass
The total effective movin,._ m_ss v111 be determined analytically,.
V_TION SURV_f. -
To sailer7 the re,utrecht that all co_onents have uatura_
freo,,_nclcs ebove 20 cpss a vibration survey of th_ hydrostatic
b_rin5 sots will be conducted. Two shakers (each rated a_ 6_0 lb._
will _e u_ed to e_elte the syste_ at one location In the lateral
direction an_ on: XOc_tlon in the wrtlcal direction. These
loc_tlons ar_ indicated in Ft5. 1. Th_ excitations will be con-
ductcd fro_ 5 to 20 cps. If there is an_ indication of resonances
near 20 ep3 th_ r_nce will b_ extendc_d. The b_artn5 lo_d fo_ the
lateral e_clt_lons will be 1.8 x 10 _ poun,ls on_ for the vertical
excitations the bo_ri_ lord will b_ 0._ x IO S _ouuds. The
mlniuun sprln_ rate _111 be used with both _arin_ loads:
Th_ d_m_ic response an_ porfor_nco of the s_sten will be
_onito_ed at _,y lecn_ion_ during e_ch run. _e foLlovln_
tables list th_ _-_tcrs to be m_csurcd durln_ each of the
two tosts. _'ne _unsu_c_unt positions are in_icato_ in Fi6. I.
In addition to those _sure_nts portable inutru_,ntation v111
be available to tnveuttz3te any observed rcsonnnces.
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Test No. 1 t Vertical Direction; Frequency Excitation Ran_:
Test Conditloass
Run No.
 ntude (s',)
Shaker Output Fo)=ee
_._ing _.:d (mb pounds)
Minimum Spring Rate
4o.:5
X
0._
The £ollo_In_ items will be recorde_ durtn6 each run:
Dynamic Response
1. Acceleration {vertical)
U_per piston
Lower piston
Upper cylinder
Ix_er cylinder
Upper lens bearing
Ix_er lens bearing
Upper spherical bearin_
Lover •spherical beaming
e Displacement
L_per piston (vertical)
Lower piston (vertical)
Upper lens bearinE (lateral)
Lower lens bearlnE {lateral)
System Performance
Kydraulic oil flows
Hydraulic oil temperatures
Air sprinE gas tem]_erature
F_Tdrostatic bearing gaps (in.)
_-20 cps
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Test 1_o. 2; Lateral Direction; Frequency Excitation Ranges
_-20 epe
1
Test Conditions t
,_ltuee (s's) _o.z
Shaker output force Z
_oring load (10 b pounds) 1.8
Minimum spring rate
The following items rill be recorded 4urin_ each runs
Dyc_nic Response
1. Acceleration (lateral)
T
Lover pistoa
Lover cylinder
Lover lens bearing
Eo_r spharical bearang
2. Displacement
Upi_r lens bearlng (lateral)
Lo_r lens bearlug (lateral)
System Performance
Hydraullc o11 flows
_r_ullc oll tem_rature
Air s9rlug gQs teml_erature
HySrostQtic boarln_ g_ps (In.)
E-II|L.II)
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5.2.1
DA_PZ_, -
Lateral ,Dampin£
Drawing No. 8_4100402 depicts a way to produce a vibrating sy_tel
in the lateral direction. A mechanical device will be used te
displace the systen and then a quick release mechanism will release
the system. The decay characteristics of a 1 and 5 cps free
oscillating system will he used to deternine the total _Bunt of
d_ping with the hearing loads of 1.8 x 106 and 0.44 x 10" pounds,
Vertical Dampin_ and Sti_fnesq. -
The moving mass in the head-to-head test (approxinately 30p000 lb.
weight) is much less tha_ the hewing nasa in the Saturn test
(approxinately 0.44 • 10 v or 1.8 x 106 pounds weight per support)l
therefore_ even though the bearing loads and spring rates may be
equal for the two tests_ the free oscillation frequencies for the
head-to-head tG_ will he different than the free oscillation
frequencies of the Saturn test.
The measured static piston characteristics and neasured danptng at
and off resonance will be used to verify _alytical predictions of
systen stability and to establish compliance with the maximum
allowed d_nping specification.
The frequency effect on spring rate will be determined by comparison
of the static stiffness to the dynamic stiffness at.the resonant
frequent 7 in the head-to-head test.
Static Piston Characteristics.
The static piston characteristics for each of the two pistons will
be obtained by r_easuring the following:
1. Piston displacement vs. piston load.
2. Float displacenent vs. piston load.
The neasurenents will be nade with bearing loads of 1.8 • 106 and
0.44 x 106 pounds at the nini_um spring rate and at a capillary
seal length of 6 inches for at least two input flow gains. Addi-
tional tests will he made as required to establish confidence in
theoretical expectations to determine the effect of other spring
rates_ capillary seal lengthsp and i.sother_ic expansion of the
gas spring.
• .
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st _eeo._nce vLl.t l)e _as.re4 vtth t_art_ lc_4J
1.sVertleal6de_inSx10 a O._J_ x 10_, and 0.1 x 10 ° pounds at _tnlmua end 4oub_ _he
min_cum aprln_ rate.
Vertical deu_te3 off resonance will t_ zeas.ureA with _tnimum _prln8
rate ate.O, Oo_t a_l 0.1 eps with bQorlng lo_s of 0o_ x 10 ° end
0ol x 10O pounds, and at 0.1 eps with 1.8 x 10O pounds bearln8
lOado F_-,eltotlon viii be obtained throu3h _utek releooe after .
dlspl_ee_nt or by usluS two C-_ ah_k_-ra (each rated at 6_Opoun_s)
for • 31 vertleol de-pins tel_ts with on_ exeept_on_ Th_ upper ptstou
wLI._ tn used for 0.1 eps c::eitotion with 1.8 x 10 ° pounds t_arin8 load.
D_tn_ values will b_ detorniu_A eit_r by u_ln_ th_ doeoy eheroetez-
totle_ Of..frco osetl_ttone or by _a_u_tn_ the pho_e an_le b_tween the
dt_l_eec_nt end tnput force.
DTn_nte Sp_tu_ Pate,..
Ths dyn_te sp_tnS rate can be obtal_cA u_lnS th_ nmosureA wlu_ of
do,ins at th_ reoon_nt frequency an_ th_ ,_aoureA v_tsht of the
_ov_n_ =asS.
E. _e (4.(;I)
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7.2
8.0
8.1
INSTRUME_rATION ACCtRACT.-
Instrumentation required for testing shall be vithin the £o_
tolerances of measurement:
_easllreIDeDt
Temperature
Pressure
Flow
F4drostatic Bearing Gap
Change in Angle
Position
Displacement
Velocity
Acceleration
Frequency
Instrument
Measurement Overall
Accuracy _ Tolerance
+ .O_ ÷ 2.0_
E_.o_ ,_-_._
+ i.o_ * 3.o%
; 3._ - _ _._
1.o_ ;".3.o_
E 1.o_ E 3.o_
_.P_OTOGRAPKIC DOC.,t_ATION. -
A sufficient number of still photographs shall be taken to present
the general assembl_ of the head-to-head test stand and a_7 items
of special interest.
Motion pictures shall be taken of signlflcant aspects of the operatlom
Cf the test stan_.
TEST PROCEDURE AND REPORT.-
A det-a!!ed test procedure shall be written for performance of the
testing and a test ruport shall be prepare_ _.._-...-_-^-+"_-=pertinent
_est decal results and conclusions. Included in the test report
shall be the photographlc documentation of Paragraph _.0.
..
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IOil Flov into Capillary Seal (upper and love:
piston assemblT)
Oil Flov through Adjustable Capillary (upper
and lover piston assembl_)
Spherical bearing pressure
(lover piston sssembl_)
Fist bearing pressure
(lover piston assembly)
l_r ring bearing pressure
over piston assembly only)
Lover ring bearing pressure
(lower piston assembly onlT)
Capillary seal pressure
(upper and lover piston assembly)
2
2
5
2
Znlet oil temperature •
Outlet oil temperature •
Piston air chamber temperature
(lover piston assembly only)
rostatle bearin_ gap at the spherical bearln8 2
o_r piston assembler only)
rostatie bcsrlng gQp at the flat bearin8 2
over piston assembly only)
rOStatic bearing _ap at ring bearing 2
over piston assembly only) .
Piston position indicator 2
Float position indicator 2
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